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Eugene O'Neill, the American playwrightl

That

these terms are almost synonymous is the conclusion one is
tl

forced to, if , to him, a study of contemporary dramatic
criticism of the last fourteen years is any criterion.
Oliver Sayler calls O'Neill "the personal symbol
of our awakening American drama" (134: 27 .) and further substantiates this by declaring that lithe variety of his work
thus far, the vigor of his imagination, the originality of
his techniC, the evident growth of both from play to play all proclaim him the American playwright". (134:28.)
That "Eugene 0 'Neill has brought to playwriting
and artistic integrity and a disciplined craftsmanship that
have established playwriting in America among the fine arts",
is the opinion of Thomas Dickinson. (51:56.)
Barret H. Clark asserts that

I~y

all odds the

most gifted American dramatist we have ever had is Eugene

o'N eill ",

(42: 7.

) and George Jean Nathan becomes

almost panegyrical: ''v.'hen one speaks of the American drama
one says O'Neill, and is done." (113:9).
Mr. Nathan may be partially justified in this
broad statement if mere output of plays is any indication of
primacy.

One of the most rem~rkable facts about Mr. O'Neill

pY~~---------------------------------.
2.

is bis literary fecundity.

In the fifteen years from 1914

to 1929 he has written approximately fifty dramas, at least
thirty-nine of which have had some sort of production.
These plays are the result of "his desire to expres s what he knew of life, his philosophy, his asp irations ,
and his dreams in the form of drama".

(42:12.)

Since it is almast axiomatic that the philosophy
of any artist is reflected to a certain extent in his art,
this monograph is an attempt to trace through a study of the
dramatis17',s plays his changing outlook on life, and to
determine, if possible, the philosophy of Eugene O'Neill.
As an approach to the problem, all the availabie
plays of the author have been examined, as have most of the
fugitive studies of his works found in magazines.
Not only may a man's philosophy be refleoted in hi'1!l
art, but his art may be so autobiographical that a survey
of his work wnuld
life.

be incomplete without a review of his

Such is the case with O'Neill, a real child of the

theatre.

He was born in New York in 1888.

He is the son, of

James OINeill, the aotor of Monte Cristo fame, and Ella.
QUinlan, charaoterized as impressively beautiful and extraordinarily devout.
In a letter to Professor Arthur Hobson Quinn,
O'Neill wrote:

"My first seven years were spent mainly in the
larger towns allover the United States - rr.ry nother accompanying my father on his road tours in Monte Cristo and
repertoire, although she was never an actress and had rather·
an aversion for the stage in general. If

(42: 7 •

)

After six years of Catholic boarding school life,
and four years preparation for college at the Betts Academy
at Stamford, Connecticut, he entered Princeton.

From this

point on he tells us:
I~y undergraduate education was confined to a
freshman year at Princeton University, Class of 1910. My
first job was secretary of a mail order firm in New York.;
In 1909 I went with a mining engineer on a gold ,rospecting trip to Spanish Honduras, Central America. At the end
of six months I was invalided ~ome- tropical ~alarial fever no gold. After that I became assistant manager of a theatrical company touring the East and middle west.
My first voyage to sea followed - sixty-five days
on a Norwegian barque, Boston to Buenos Aires. In ~rgentine
I worked at various occupations - in the drafting department of the Westinghouse Electrical Company, in the wool
house of a packing plant at La Plata, in the offices of the
Singer Sewing Machine Company at Buenos Aires. Followed
another voyage at sea, tending mules in a cattle steamer,
Buenos Aires to Durban, (South Africa) end return. After
that a lengthy period of complete destitution in Buenos
Aires - 'on the beach' - terminated by my signihg on as ordinary seamen on a British tramp steamer bounp. home for New
York. My final experience at sea followed soon after this able seaman on the American Line, New York, Southampton. The
next winter I played a part in my father s vaudeville version
of Monte Cristo, touring the Far West. Then I worked as
reporter on the New London, Connecticut, Telegraph. My
health broke down, my lungs bei~g affected! and I spent six
months in a sanitarium thinkiflS it over.
t was in this
enforced period of reflection that the urge to write first
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came to me. The next fall - I was twenty-four - I began
first p1a¥ The Web. In 1914-1915 I w~s a st~de~t in Professor Baker s"""Eng!IS'h 47 at Harvard. IDhe'c:sumn1er:',of 1916
I spent at Provincetown. It was during that summer the
Provincetown Players, who made the original productions
of nearly all my short plays in New York, were first orgSlhized. " (124: 7.
)

my

From this time on Mr. O'Neill was one of the chief
contributors to that group, "the impelling desire of which
was to establish a stage where playwrights of sincere,
. poetic, literary and dramatic purpose could see their plays
in action, and superintend their production without submittirg
to the commercial managers interpretation of public taste.
Equally it was to afford an opportunity for actors, producers, scenicnand costume designers, to experiment with a
stage of extremely simple resources - it being the idea of
the IIPilayers II that elaborate settings are unnecessary to
bring out the essential qualities of a good play". (161:323.)
The Provincetown Players produced all but one of
O'Neill's short plays during the four years from 1916 to
1920.

- ........- - -

The II st includes Thirst (1916), Bound East for
~

Cardiff (1916), Abortion (1916), Pog (1917),

--

-----

Sniper (1917),

---

!?efore Breakfast (1916-17), tle (1917), Moon .......
of the
(1918), ~ Rope (1918}, Where ~ Cross
Exorcism (1920),
and in 1922

~

~

!!.

caribbees

I.
--:...::.;....;;;;.;.;..;;..;;.~

Made (1918),

Emperor Jones (1920), Difftrent (1920),

Hairy Ape.

5.

From 1920 on Mr. O'Neill has remained the outstanding figure in the American theatre.
written nine

mor~

Since then he has

plays, all of which have been produced.

His fame has become international, his leading plays having been produced in Prague, Vienna, Berlin, Paris, Dresden,
Rome, and London.
Three times he has received the Pulitzer Prize;
in 1920 for Beyond

~

Horizon, in 1922 for

~

Christie,

and in: 1928 for Strange Interlude and once the medal awarded
for artistic achievement by the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences.
At the age of forty-one years O'Neill has become
recognized as the pre-eminent American playwright, the
master of expressionism of realism, of psychological reaction,
of tragedy, and of a new and virile kind of romance". (133:27.
Though Mr. O'Neill, in common with many another
artist, has definitely repudiated his first public volume
of plays, our .survey: would be n:ncomplete unless we included
Thirs,t (.1916) as representative of his earliest technic
and philosophy.

Because of the relative unfamiliarity of

these five early one-act plays, a brief synopsis of each
will be given.

6.

In the The Web, the first play that was preserved,
the scene is "a squalid bedroom on the top floor of a rooming house, in the lower East Side of New York.

Rose Thomas,

a tubercular prostitute, has a baby whose presence on one
fourth of the bed irritates Steve, a "cadet ".

He tells her:

"Git dat kid outa here or IIII put yuh in the cooler sure
as hell! ".

(The web has enmeshed ber.)

Enraged, she rushes

at Steve, who in the ensuing struggle knocks her down.

At

this moment another man, Tom Moran, a fugitive from justice,
rescues her, cowes Steve, and orders him away.

Moran gives

money to Rose to escape, but Steve, who has been hiding,
stretches his hand around the side of the window, kills
Moran, throws the gun into the room, and disappears.

A

moment later the police come, find Rose with the roll of·
money and the gun on the floor.

Rose, is taken '8.WB.yt.

"The

First Plain Clothes Man goes over to the bed and cuddles
the baby on his lap with elepbantine playfulness.
The Child (feebly): IMaaMaaa!
Tbe First Flain Clothes Man:- Mamals gone.
your Mama now 1 ".

I'm

7.
Thirst portrays three characters, a Gentleman,
and a West Indian Mulatto Sailor, marooned on a
' ..aft on the still surface of a shark-infested sea.
,~IS

The

passi vi ty convinces the Gentleman and the Dancer

,"

.~""'t he has water.

The Dancer offers first her diamond

then herself for a drink, but the negro stolidly
',bDles he has any.
'~a1ls

dead.

The woman ins anely dances until she

The negro, sharpening his knife and glancing

at t'he Dancer says: "Vie shall eat'.

We shall drinJ,c."

The

Gentleman, true to his type, horrified, pushes the body off
the raft.
breast.

Infuriated, the negro plunges the knife into his
"As he falls backward into the sea one of his

clutching hands fastens itself in.the neck of the negro's
jersey.

He plunges in headlong after him.--- The black stain

on'the water widens. --On the raft a diamond necklace lies
glistening in the blazing sunshine."

Recklessness is purely melodramatic.

The old

triangle plot is brought into service; this time two men and
a woman serve.

Stripped to essentials we have the engrossed

business man retur~ing from a two-week's absence to learn
from a jealous maid of his young wife1s affair with the
chauffeur.

The husband, Trnowing it means death, orders the

8.

chauffeur to drive a machine with a defective steering
gear to the village for repairs.

During the absence of the

chauffeur, the husband tricks his wife into confessing her
love for his driver, and promises to release her that she
may marry him, just as the dead body of her lover is brought
in.

The wife, in desperation, rushes upstairs, and shoots

herself.

Warnings , a one-act play in two scenes, depicts
the hopeless desperBtion of Knapp, a wireless operator on the
S. S. Empress.

Though hts doctor has warned him that his

hearing may desert him at any

~ent,

nevertheless, driven

by economic urge he ships, not daring to tell his employers
of his impending infirmity.
one.

This trip proves to be the fatal

The ship hits a derelict and is sinking.

The know-

ledge that he has lost the ship for the captain overwhelms
Knapp, who in abject despair, shoots himself.

Fog, a branch of the Warnin8,.s play, which is the
only.; one of the first group of one-acters that in any way

attempts to reach out beyond the bounds of surface realism,
incorporates a delicate sympolism, embodied in the characters.

9.

These consist of a Poet, a Man of hlusiness, a
PQlish Peasant Woman, and a Dead Child, survivors from the
s.S.Empress.

They are discovered drifting helplessly in a

dense fog off the Grand Banks of New Foundland.

The lowered

temperature warns ·them that they have floated to the edge
of an iceberg.

The Whistle of a steamer revives hope in

the Business Man, a hope that is speedily squelched by the
Poet's refusal to permit the Business Man to
steamer, lest it crash into the iceberg.

s~gnal

the

Il'or the moment

it seems as though rescue were impossible; then the fog
lifts, and the boat approaches.

The officer tells the res-

cued that it is the voice of the child that has guided the
sailors to the life-boats.

The Poet answers: liThe child

has been dead twenty-four hours.

He died at dawn yesterday. II

Barrett H. Clark has this to say: "Vie see, - that
the play is not conceived as a realistic transcript of life:
the P9 et is a symbolic embodiment ot idealism, and the
Business Man is an abstract figure suggesting materialism tf (42:38.)

And again IIFoS is a dramatic parable with a sudden
flash of beauty at the end. If

(42: 3a.)

The weaknesses in these plays are apparent.
While O'Neill himself listed Thirst

as a tragedy, it, with
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the others, falls short of fulfilling the denotative definition which calls for a serious

them~,given

dignified

treatment, usually ending in disaster, to say nothing of
the connotative definition given by Maaefield who declarea
that: "Tragedy at its best is a vision of the heart of life.
,
The heart of life can only be laid bare in the agony and exul tation of dreadful acts II.

(103: 1.)

These plays are not real tragedy.

In each case

the struggle is between man and his fate or destiny, never
within his own character.

We do not see any "agony and ex-

ultation of dreadful acts within the heart of life."

Rather,

thBre is an absorption with externals, never with souls. In
Recklessness

there is a faint hint of character struggle,

but the elevation and exultation are lacking.
These plays contain a harshness, a fatalistic
pessimism which seem to betray, unawares what Robert Lyna
calls

I~echanical

malice on the part of destiny or provi-

dence or the playwright. II

(95:139.).

In the stage directions of The

~

we find this:

"She (Rose) realized the futility of all protest, the maddening hopelessness of it all If and later on: "She seems to
be aware of something in the room which none of the others
can see - perhaps the personification of the ironic life

11.

force that has crushed her."
This seems to be representative of 0 INeill·' s
earliest philosophy.
A marked absence of plot characterizes the
structure of the three sea plays of this group.
really no more than sketches.
complication is evident.
obvious.

They are

In the two others, much more

However, it is weak and extremely

The most Mr. Clark will concede for these plays

is' that "they show a knowlegge of' the technical side of
the theatre, and are potentially dr:em~tiCIl. (42:39.)
Characterization is decidedly weak.
feel that these are real people.
stractions.
acter.

We can I t

Rather, they seem ab-

They lack the qualities that round out char-

At the most, only two motives of action are attri-

buted to anyone character.

The resulting unreality will

not permit us to sympathizenwi th them in their perplexities.
We may look with interest at their abnormal reactions and
behavior"but we are not moved to share their experiences.
In some spots the dialogue is good, but most of
it is forced and unnatural.

In Thirst the speeches lack the

fervor and intensity the situation

wou~d

seem to demand.

Not once is lido not" contracted to don It, yet we know agony
and deep emotion tend to terseness in speech.

This may

12.
seem a trivial point, yet it slows the action intolerably.
However: paradoxical it may appear, it is the
dialogue that reveals the sincerity of the author.

The

downright earnestness pervading the dialogues gives the
plays a significance their stereotyped melodramatic plots
oould never obtain for them.
In Fog we find onlyahint of lyrical qualities in
this first group of plays.

Some of the Poet1s speeches

have a slight wistfulness and understanding that give
beauty of thought md atmosphere to the play.
"Incredibly bad II is the brief connnent with which
. Dliver Sayler disposes of the IIThirst" volume. (134:32.)
George Pierce Baker is not quite as merciless.
He says: "His first volume of one-act plays "Thirst" are
melodramatic in a certain overstanding of stage values and
a greater feeling for the theatre than for human qualities.
Yet there was in them power and promise, if crude. 1I(12:789.}

The Long Voyage Home with its setting in a
London seaman1s dive, is a sombre episode of the dumb nostalgia of a simple sailor for the mountain farm where he
Was born.

The l G1encairn l crew have just been paid off.

13.

Olson, the Swede, who has for years planned to go home and
start farming, seems to be about to realize his ambition, for
he refuses to drink, and squander his money as formerly.
Nevertheless, hlBJis persuaded to take a soft drink, which
1s drUgged.

He is robbed, and shanghaied on the V'worst

ship dat sail to sea 11 as Olson had previously indignantly
deolared.
A moment later Drilrfcoll appears, md being told
that Olson had dis appeared with one of: the girls, grins,
and remarks that it's lucky Olson is sober or he'd b~
stripped of his last cent.

Then he .' " calls f'or Irish

whiskey.
That note of ironic frustration is characteristic·of O'Neill.

tragedy.

In the Zone, is another example of suggested
-The Glencairn has just entered. the submarine

zone at midnight in the year Im15.

Smitty is observed

behaving suspiciously; the others think he is a German
spy, open bis trunk, take out what they think may be a bomb,

Submerge it in water, and then open it, to find only a
bunch of letters from Smitty's girl.

Smitty enters, and is

bound by his companions who read o~ still: looking for

:1

14.

d.maging evidence, and finding none, but incidentally learning the tragedy of Smitty's life.

Because he drank, his

girl had jilte d him:." and he had gone to sea.
. Smitty writhes in humiliation and anger; the men
are abashed, and release him in silence.
~ag

From the rubber

a small white object falls and drops noiselessj:Yon the

floor.

It is, Dris'Coll tells Davis, "a bit of a dried-

up flower, - a rose, maybe.

Perhaps it is that final touch

which caused the London critic to declare lilt is a fair
piece of stage craft,'but in spite of

it~

rather de-

.,

liberate cruelty it is at bottom just sentimentality a
rebours.

II

(24: 407. )
O'Neill himself criticized In the Zone, express-

-----

ing his impatienoe with popular approval.

He writes in a

letter to Barrett H. Cla'rk,who had highly praised it:
~o

me it seems the most insignificant of all the plays.

mt is too facile in

i~

conventional technic, too full of

cleveI' theatrical tricks, and its long run as a successful
headlines in vaudeville proves conclusively to my mind that
there must be'something rotten in Denmark'.

At any rate

this play in no way represents the true me or what I desire
to express.

It is a situation drama lacking all spiritual

import - there is no big feeling for life inspiring it.

15.

Given the plot and a moderate ability to characterize any
industrious playwright could have reeled it off.....
oonsider In

~he ~

theatre as it is.

I

a conventional construction of the

(124:7.

In referring to

!.!!!

Rope Mr. Oliver M. Sayler

oharacterizes it as Ita study in the sour and sardmnic consequences of greed lf , (134:33.), a designation which fits
it perfectly.

In this bitter play we have a representa-

tion of hatred and revenge between father and son, father and
daughter, brother and sister, brother and brother-in-law,
and father-in-law and son-in-law.
Briefly the plot of this hideous story may be
8ummarized as follows:

Abraham Bentley, a hard ,militant,

Christian New England miser has hoarded and hidden a treasure
of gold pieces which his thieving son and unscrupulous sonin-law try unavailingly to locate.
to divulge his hiding place.

The old man refuses

From this point on chicanery,

a maltreated woman and a half-wit child, a mortgaged farm,
and desire for revenge rampant in the minds of ail form the
horrible and grim motif of the story of the rope which the
old man had suspended from a raf-ter in the barn, in hopes
that his purlQ.ining son would return and hang himself.
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Fate ironically frustrates all their regengeful
4esires by permitting the. imbecile child to discover and
to the sea the much-sought gold pieces.
toss in
There is an unnecessary amount of exposition in
~tb1s

play; as a result the movement is slow.
The usual O'Neillian vigor of dialogue is present,

tI1d

strangely enough Mr. Clark finds a IIgrim beauty. in the

b1story of the characters.

II

He corroborates his opinion

. bJ' a statement Mr. 0 'Neill made years later.
beauty even in its (life's) ugliness."

ItThere is

(42:48.)

To Eugene O'Neill alone belongs the prerogative

ot having projected the seaman into literature and the
theatre.

In support of this

stateme~t

we find:

I~e

is

.1'actically our first and only dramatist of the sea.

His

as critics of no less distinction than George Jean

~~~~~,

~.~~.~n.an

have pointed out, has an authentiCity and vigor

unparalleled by any of our advertized journeymen
Broadway school.

His plays suggest the

of Joseph Conrad in their marvelOtaL fidelity to seafolk, but they are never imitations of the English
(107:159.)

ll'lr. Ernest Boyd in his Fortrai. ts Real and Imag-

-----

adds corlloborations to this assertion by explaining:

17.

INei11 has in his blood and in his imagination the rovrestless impulse which drive men to the sea, traps
own weakness, tortures them and then lulls
from time to time, bu the curious wild poetry of the
aea, which is the will-o-wisp after which they grope.
are the men o'Neill describes ll ,

These

(26:73. )and these are the

leven men we find in the seven sketches of life on or near
the sea, published under the title of the first, tI~ ~22.!!

--

of the Caribbees l'

~ ~

2f

~ ~C~ar~i~b~b~e~e~s

itself, while thBatri-

oally the weakest of the group,is saturated with tropic
atmosphere and coloring.

Not Smitty, the nostalgiac British

sailor, who steels himself against

memories~

of home by rum,

but the spirit of the sea, is in this play, the hero.

Mr.

O'Neill himself, in a letter to l'iir. Clark, explains why to him
~ ~

works with truth. "In

~ ~,posed

against a

background of that beauty, sad because it is eternal, which
is one of the revealing moods of tha seals truth, his
(Smitty's) silhouetted gestures of self-pity are reduced to
their proper insignificance, his thin whine of weakness is
lost in the silence it was mean enough to disturb; we get
the perspective to judge him - and the others - and we

18.

posing much more out of harmony with
wuch less in tune with beauty, than the honest
ty of his mates.

II

(42:45.)

Because O'Neill has both seen and lived this life
the mast, and because his whole nature is cognizant
spirit of these seamen, h'lls interpretation of
has authenticity.

He interprets for us the

and unexpressive "mates", those wild, roving,
pessimistic, disillusioned beings who feel and
.utter deeply, but cannot analyze the emotions and moods
enslave them.
These are real people.

Benj amin Ceseare, re-

---

a recent revival at the Provincetown Playhouse of
four "masterpieces of dramatic art If, as he calls
commands his readers to go join the "audience watch
the soul weltering in raw, primi ti ve . emotions and see the

. universal caged beast loose when he takes to drink after
oOming home.
!lIn these sea plays we see the beginning of O'Neill.

In this special field of evoking fundamental human emotions
in creating the drunken filthy--, loyal, sailor O'Neill

has never bettered himself in his 'higher phases 11 _____ _
'iGo down to Macdougal Street and study Yank, Driscoll, Scotty,

19.

'Old Tom, Ivan, and the rest in The

~,

In

~ ~,

Bound

~~! fEE. Qardiff and ~ Lpng Voyage ~ (the heart break-

~1ng

pathos and

ter~ible

irony of thi slatter play) and if

lOu do not say these are the most vital, vivid, living creations on the American stage, or on anys tage for that matter,
then you should attend only doll baby

moviesJII~181:76.)

In the series of four episodes which make up the
Glenoairn cycle two characters, Driscoll and Cocky, appear
in all four plays, and five others, Olson, Smitty, Paul,
Davis, and Ivan are present in three of them.
The Bound East for Cardiff episode is played during "a foggy night on the voyage midway between New York and
Cardiff. n

It is a pathetic episode depicting the tongue-tied

triendship between the two bruisers (Yank and Driscoll),
that even death cannot loose into words.Yank lies dying in
his bunk while the others talk, laugh, and smoke. He takes
a tUrn for the worse, calls Driscoll, rambqes on, wishing
he and Driscoll had not taken this last trip, and dies.
That intensity of emotion which characterizes
O'Neill is here. He has chosen a dramatic moment and presented it with power and simplicity.

20.

Edmund Burke once made the remark:

ItAll men that

are ruined on the side of their natural propenSo in The Dreamy Kid which Montrose J. Moses says

"en essayal at delineation of negro weakness II (107:158.),
bave more than the brief story of a negro gangster and
~

1III1rderer, pursued by the police, who returns to his dying
arandlnother, and is caught.
The Dreamy Kid displays the weakness, natural to

the negro, in his fidelity to the vein of fatal softness,
accompanied by a superstitious awe, which impels him to remain at the side of his old mammay, risking certain death
ratber than the curse of an old negro woman.
Again, an ironic fate decoys an impotent human
"being to his death.

Before

Breakfas~

is a naturalistic monologue sug-

gestive of Strindberg in its clear-cut and powerful projection of incompatible tempergments.

Mrs. Rowland, the ma-

terialistic, slatternly wife of Alfred, the poetical, improvident, dreamer,nags him until she hears the drip-drip
of something in the bed-room. Alfred has cut his throat.
It is interesting to note in connection with
this play that this is the only production 'ih' whi.c.h Eugene

21.

ever took any part.

In this one would be tempted

it only a manual role since his only appearance was
of his hand around the door to receive the

The philosophy revealed in these three plays,

~

Before Breakfast, and The Dreamy Kid betrays a growing
erest in psychologic al reactions and mental perplexities.
still seems to predominate the lives of men too weak to
ironic brutality.
Since OINeill is not drawing from his

OVIn

exper-

his characters, they lack some of his former
virility and convincingness.
rather melodramatic.

In fact, these plays seem

This lack of complete sincerity pre-

:oludes the possibility of beauty and lyricism in

dialog~~.

22.

Because of the great variation in qualities between the "sea plays" and the other three one-act. plays we
shall treat them as two different groups.
That lithe sea lives, not spiritually, but humanly rough in these sea plays" is the opinion of Montrose J.

Moses, who further asserts, "There is something outside of
faith, something fatalistic in his ironio playing with life
end death.

The sea has failed to leave O'Neill with any

io impulses." (107:158).
The struoture of the sea plays is not as oomplicated as that of the Thirst group.

In faot, these are hard-

ly more than sketohes oontaining not a small amount of limp-

ing aotion and some oonventional motivati6n.

What oontri-

butes most to that unified impression so neoessary to the perfect one-aot play is the emphasis on oharaoterization brought
out in virile, raoy dialogue.

As has been said, n:lUways

O'Neill outs down to the elemental emotion of his drama.
However realistio may be his settings, and to some extent his
charaoters, he is prinOipally ooncerned with the emotional,
the inner life of his dramatis personae." (17:855.)
On the whole, the sea plays are permeated by the
author1s rather restricted, if intense, outlook on life, and
an impassive, impersonal observance of the grim part played
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by fate with the destinies of souls too weak to resist.

Because Mr. OINeill vdshed to be represented on
the Provincetown Players· opening bill for 1918-19, he contracted a four-act play

~

to one act, which melodramatic

expedient he labeled Where the Cross is Made. This will be
discussed later in connection with Gold, produced in 1920.

In

lli we have the cruel tragedy of an all absorb-

ing passion for anidea wrecking sanity and happiness.

The

play opens on the last day of the two year period for which
Captain Keeney· s whaling crew have Signed up.

Until now the

ship has been ice-bound; no whales have been sighted, the
crew are mutinous, and Annie, his wife, is nearly insane from
loneliness m d monotony.

The Captain quells the mutiny, and

has just yielded to his wife·s entreaties to turn south for
home, without his full ship of "ile II just as clear water ahead
and whales are sighted.

He instantly reverses his decision.

wife succumbs to insanity.

Captain Keeney, of Calvanistic

conscience, is an unforgettable figure.

Driven by that fero-

cious pride he says to his mate,
lilt ain· t the damned money what· s keepin I me up in
Northern Seas,Tom, but I can1t go back to homeport with
measly four hundred barrel of ile. lid die fust. I ainlt
r come back home in all my days without a full ship. Ain't
the truth?"
.
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Annie's wild, pathetic appeal,
"Then do this this once for my sake for God's
sake - take me home! It's killing me, this life - the brutality and cold and horror of it. I'm going mad. I can feel
the threat in the air. I can hear the silence threatening
me - day after gray day and every day the same. I can't bear
it. (sobbing). I'll go mad, I know I will. Take me home,
David, if you love me as you say.
I'm atraid,for the love
of God, take me home. 1/
rouses a terrific struggle in her husband's iron
spirit, and he assents reluctantly.
it I S

"1 1 11 do it, Annie
needful for you. II

~

for your sake - if you say

This momentary softening renders more ironic his
sudden grim reversal of decision the instant he hears that
there is a clear passage to the

northward~

His love for his

wife is disregarded.
"And I was going home like a yaller dog" he says
derisively to himself.

Then turning sternly to his

wif~

he

unconsciously gives voice to the philosophy embodied in that
ineffaceable

pride that dominates his life:

''Woman, you ain't adoin' right when you meddle
in men's business and weaken 'em. You can't know my feelin's
I got to prove a man to be a good husband for ye to take
pride in. I got to get the ile, I tell ye."
That 0 'Neill has acquired the expertness of a
practitioner is shown in the swift movement and interaction
of the plot, but more so, perhaps, in the emotional intensity
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in the terse dialogue. In this play, more than any
eIIlbo died
.
othe l ' of his one-act groups 0 'Neill has fulfilled the recpirements for effective dialogue as set forth by Mr. Gibbs,
whO states: "The dramatist must always be trying to at'tain
the dramatict

~

juste, the word or sentence which is re-

cognized as the all sufficient expression of the one thought
worth thinking at the moment.

And out of this absence of

rhetoric, this utter simplicity and straightforwardness
. emanat'0 the atmosphere of the play.

II

(62: 48. 0.'

"If I regard 0 'Neill correctly, he means that we
all dream beyond our power, and that often the bad men, the
failures, are those who have dreamed most bravely and passionately.

(51: 56. )

II

In Robert Mayo, protagonist and material failure
of Beyond

~

Horizon, we see a sensitive idealistic New

Englander who dreamed passibnately but lacked the courage to
live his dreams.
Robert Mayo has been dominated his entire life
by a wanderlust, which is about to be realized as the play
Opens.

He is to sail for the beloved Indies of his imagin-

ation on his Uncle Dick's ship.

His brother Andrew, born of

the 88oil, exactly an opposite type to Robert, is well satisfied to remain at home and help his father on the farm.

'.the
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allure of the IIfar off and the unknown, the mystery and
spell of the East •••••• the joy of wandering on and on in
quest of the secret that is hidden just over the horizon"
holds no temptation for Andrew, who however, fejoices in
the realization of his brother's dreams.
Ruth Atkins, the neighbor's daughter, whom both
brothers have loved, appears to favor Andrew, and the matter
is considered closed.

Doth Hobert and Andrew understand and

are satisfied.
With the advent of Ruth on the evening before
Robert's departure the situation changes.

She impulsively

rejects Andrew an<:l with a passionate cry implores Rob ,
"Oh, Rob - don't go ',!away!"

The revelation of Ruth's love

for him changes Robert's plans.

Andrew ships to sea in his

stead, and thus each brother has chosen a life pursuit which
crosses with his inborn temperament.
Inevitable tragedy reBults.

From this point

on we have a relentless portrayal of deterioration and decay.

Ruth soon discovers that, after' all, it was Andrew

she loved, not Robert.
Three years of unsuccessful effort to run the
farm pass, a nd Robert, unhappy, disilllisioned and ill, has
only his two-year old Mary to comfort him.

Andrew returns
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for a visit, but does no more tl1an intensify the situNot any of the romance of the sea or for:eign pprts
touched him, and he further prosaically dispossesses
of any idea she might have had that he stilL.cares for
wi th the words :
~ •• ~.lY

II

I want you to believe I put all that

nonsense back of me a long time ago - and now - it
_

we~l,

Ruth.

as if you'd always been my sister, that's

II

After five years of physical and mental retroon the part of Ruth and Robert, Andrew, summoned
York by Ruth,is amazed and horrified to find
ces of decay and actual poverty in the once fairly
~bat

distresses him most, though, is the

of Robert,who is in the advanced stages of tuberThe speci alist he has brought with him to examine
tells him flatly that there is no hope for his
J,rother ,and Robert overhears the verdict.

He makes one

last desperElte effort to reach the hilltop ,and when :Ruth
and

Andy find him the.re,fuletells them in a voice suddenly

.1brant with the joy of hope: "You mustn't feel sorry for
It's ridiculous!

Don't you see, I'm happy at last -

ause I'm making a start to the far off places - freeFreed from the farm - free to wander on and on-
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eternallY!: Even the hills are powerless'to shut me in now.'
Raising himself on his elbow, his face radiant, he points
to the horizon.
bills?

"Look!

Isn 't it beautiful beyond the

I can hear the old voicEis, calling me to corne -

and this time I'm going - I'm free!

It isn't the end.

I've

won my trip - the right of release - beyond the horizon!
Oh, you ought to be glad - glad - for my sake! "
So it would seem that his cherished dream has
paid for his suffering and disillusionment.
However, the stage production was not played
as olNeill had written it, with the last scene

dm

the hill-

top ,where is est ablished the real motif' of the play, Robert
Mayo I s aspiration, which as a boy!. he had dreamed of and as
a man given up at the demand of Ruth1s desire.

The stage

presentation closes in the farmhouse, Andrew in his despairing love for his brother denouncing Ruth for not having
lied to Andrew that he might die happy in the belief 'she still
loved him.
As in all of OINeill's,a note of irony pervades
Beyond

~

Horizon. Pierre Loving finds this difference,

however: "Previous to Beyond

~

Horizon the note of irony

is super'human and external to the dynamic will tjf the
Character.

There is a touch of cold fatalism about it. II
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aeyond ~ Horizon he declares that "the ironic note is

-

ade human; it is particularized and given a local temperament

beauty.----The tragic conflict is

re~l

and worth while;

e exercise of the human will may produce grief, but at
it has an even chance with events. II
Beyond

~

(93:519.)

Horizon marks hir. OINeill's first

deviation from conventional theatric technic.

.

the many criticisms leveled at the play that of

lV~r •

seemed the most irritatingly admonitoryl
I~is

He

instinct for the theatre has not taught

that the theatre must defer to certain practical deme.nds.
has not yet learned that brevity is a virtue.

His tech-

am method, surprisingly effective asit is on one side is
itrary and wilful, on the other.

He will yet discover

, however minutely he aims to analyze his characters,
must respect mechanical necessity, and must not write
in what amount to six acts."

(48:33.)

This 1 est comr;:ient seemed to particularly gall
• 0 'Neill, because, in a rather hurt , naive letter to
• Barrett H. Clark he defends himself:
"You remember when you read Beyond,you remarked
its being' an interesting technical experiment'.
is it, I wonder, that not one other critic has given me
dit for a deliberate departure in form in search of a
ater flexibility. ~hey have all accused me of bungling
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Ii

br0ugh ignoranCe - whereas, if I had wanted to, I could
!e.ve laid the whole pl ay in the ~'fa.rm interior, and made
:P
tight as a drum,
la Pinero. Then, too, I imagine the
;1:mbOl ism I intended to convey by the alternating scenes
:,' ul d be apparent even from a glance at the program. It
:WO tber irks my professional pride, you see, to be accused of
,-I:norance of co~vent.i?n,al everyday te·cbD.1c:;. 11 a Baker
:47 alumnus ---.
l':!:~.56.)

a

The symbolism of the six alternating in-door out-door scenes was that of a tide-like rhythm in the lives
~

~~1' the characters, and Iilr. Clark declares that ,"even 1n this
I'first of his long plays O'Neill was striving for new methods
~~

"of expressing the spiritual impulse within him.

II

(42:52.)

fc-""

~'
/;

I,., .
,":.

During one of his rare intervi ews !Vir. 0 I Neill

:"

f',:let
~

it be known that he considered The Straw his best piece

-

~

::of work.

He classed it as a tragedy of human hope, and furtre

~

f!,~

~.xplained:
..

.~ ;,

'Vy whole idea is to show the power of spiritual

~,;~

~belp,

even when the case is hopeless.

•

Human hope is the

;,'

tareatest power in life, and the only thing that defeats
~'

~cleath.

"

(44: 264. )

The play is intensely autobiographical as the
reveals.
As Eileen Carmody is entered as a patient at the
Farm Tuberculosis Sanitorium she meets Stephen Murray,
neswpaper repprter, who isrecovering, and who soon
be dislds·sed.
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At Eileen's suggestion Stephen tries writing
stories which Eileen types, and acts as critic for, deher'modest protest

th~t

she is unable to do them

Notwithstanding the anti-Cupid atmosphere encourthe staff, this friendship develops into love on
.~~,~~~~'s

part, a love to which Stephen remains utterly im-

Four months later we find Stephen exulting 'in the
deci sion that, as an "arrested case", he may be
ssed to carryon his work of story-writing,in which
been so inspiring and helpful.
During a midnight rendevous at the cross-roads
pathetically and desperately declares

her~ove

for

Stephen cannot reciprocate.
The next day Stephen departs, leaving an Eileen
in spirit, and rapidly deteriorating in health,
hope of Stephen's caring for her is demolished.
Another four months have passed and this time we
Eileen on the isolation porch at the srunitorium, about
be removed to. the State Farm to which the incurables,
,'-··vu

to die, are sent for the ostensible purpose of getting
rest and quiet.

f,
,
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Stephen returna for an examination and visit,
and before Miss Gilpin, Eileen's nurse can warn him, goes

to Eileen.

He is horrified at her emaciated appearance and

cannot hide his misery and worry at her physical deterioration.

With unconscious cruelty he destroys any vestige of

bOpe she might have had by referring to the midnight meeting at the cross-ro ads and telling her:

"Well, I rather

tbought you wouldn't take it seriously - afterward.

You

,ere 811 up in the air that night."
As he leaves Eileen he meets Miss Gilpin who re:'
him Eileen's real physical and emotional condition
implores Stephen to make Eileen happy the few remaining
of life by declaring his love for her.
Stephen, now fully awake. to his unconscious
ousness, determines to make complete amends.
tying tenderness he asks Eileen to marry him.

With
She is

a seventh heaven of happiness, and tells him :
!lOb, Stephen, any place in the world would be
autiful to me if you were with me! (His face is hidden
the pillow beside her. She is suddenly startled by a
ed sob - anxiously) vVhy - Stephen - you're - you're

,

Murray, (raising his face which is this time alight
th a passionate awakening - a revelation): Oh, I do love
,Eileen! I do! I love you, love you!
Eileen, (thrilled by the depth of his present
ty - but with a teasing laugh): Vfhr, you say that as
you'd just made the discovery, Stephen.
li~urray: - Oh, what does it matter, Eileela!
I
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o

I
love y o
uOh.
i ' what a blind., selfish ass I I've been! I
love you. You are my life - everything! I love you,
Eileen! I do! I do! And we'll be married - (suddenly
'biB face grows f:-ozen with horror as he rememb.~rs the
doom. For the fJ.rst time the gray spectre of Death confronts him face to face as a menacing reality.)

Eileen, with t hat intuitive awareness of those
~~

.' near death, senses the t ruth that she. is to die.

AgaiiE.an

t

I· ironic fate has loaded the dice against two' players.
However, in an effort to retrieve her

p~piness

stephen vehemently denies this, telling her that it is he
who

has to return to the sanitorium, and that she must look

out for him and help hiW to get well.
Rather doubtful, Bileen has the confirmation of
Miss Gilpin,who lies valiantly to confirm Stephen I s story.
Later Stephen explains his newly realized sincerity to
Miss Gilpin, and declares passionately:
IlBut we'll win together. We can~ YJe must!
There are things your doctors cannot value - cannot know
the strength of! (Exultantly) rill make Eileen get vlell,
I tell you! Happiness will cure! Love is stronger than (lie suddenly breaks down befor.e the pi~ying negation she
cannot keep from her eyes. lie sinks on a chair, shoulders
bowed, f ace hidden in his hands, with a ~roan of' despair):
Oh, why did you give me a hopeless hope?
Miss Gilpin sounds the change in OINeill's
philosophy in her answer:
"IB:q.'t everything we know just that - when you
think of it'? (Her face lighting up with a consoling revelation) But there mUst be something back of it - some
promise of fulfillment - somehow - somewhere - in the spirit
of hope. 1/
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Ironically

enough~"

to this young couple love is

, hopeless hope and so is life, and Stephen voices the ded that 'an ironic Fate explain why, in the face of a
art breaking realization that love has come too late,
should still persist.
How dare you use the word hopeless, as:·.,if it

If

the last!

~herels always

Come now, confess, damn it!

there?

~

What do you know'? Can you say you

and though Miss Gilpin assures him she knows
are left with a

fe~ling

that it is an illusion

, pon which Bileen and Stephen are about to base their lives.
Of course, the point .has been made that it is althe pursuit of happiness, the search for the meaning
of life that counts more than the at:tainment of onels desire, so whether or not bileen lives

,,~

fit is,

.

as lllr. Parker has pointed out, "because dying,

'(Eileen Carmody is brought to the realization that she may
. vanquish death because she must live the life of her lover.
:l.

.: This decision to live may have come too late in her losing
. battle against death and disease, but it seems to be lhr.

o'Neill I s great and thrilling point that it does come; and
l' that with this decision his heroine live~, intensely,
~ triumphantly, if only for a few days or a few months.

~

~. (129: 236.)

If
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Eileen is an intense character.

She feels deeply,

easilY moved, is most sensitive, and one imagines, must
have suffered mental anguish after having revealed to
stephen her unrequited love.

Stephen is real, in his un-

conscious indifference, though how he could be unaware of

i

love for him is rather puzzling.
As always, OINeilll s minor characters are vividly
presented, even though they are types. Perhaps it is the
. realistiC dialogue which accomplishes this.
That 0 IN eill can rise above this pure realism in
speech is evinced in the a[pealing, spontaneous scene be~tween

stephen and Eileen in the

moonlight~

Emotion is

ihere intensified Vii th a poignant sincerity and pathos.
Though this paper is not concerned with a balance
',of merits and defects in any. play it is rather interesting

;to inquire the reason for the f.ailure of The Straw.
Prom the viewpoint of pure expoo ition it is excellen ,
each act being a link that carries on the life story of
.Eileen Car>mody.

The play, it is true, lacks unity of struc-

' . ture, and I'Lr. Oll~eill is rather non-selective of detail.
,.Almost every bit of Eil~en I s home life could be omitted,

fand no violence would be done the play.

I:

l~10US
III

The somewhat ob-

mechanics are balanced by the var1L"ety and freedom of
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t~e

structure of the play, while its length is compensated

for by excellent characterization.
Iv'1ore tban ene dramati c critic has cemmented adversely en the setting, that ef a tuberculesis sanitOrium.
Mr. Macgewan perhaps veices the sentiments ef
DlaI1Y when he writes:
l~he

Straw is written, strengly, truly, and its
.~ c~a.ra.cterizatien is ex~ellent, but its emetienal effect
as drama is beund up so. clesely with its subject, the
ravages ef tuberculesis, that the individual reuctien ef
reader er critic is unreliable as to. its dramatic werth, II
(96: 334. )
And, "sa.ve fer the illuminating flash that lights
; up its last act, the play is an ireni:o picture ef the

regulatien, the st@1dardization~ almost the capitalizatien
of the white plague. Mr. OINeill exposes the life of 1Ithe
heteregeneeus victims in a saniterium in Cennecticut.
(129:236. )

In a rather general statement l;ir. Ernest Beyd
makes the reference to. the next play under discussien:
; "The EmpeI'~!. Jenes reveals IV"ir. OINeil1 as an~_innevater who.

;ha.s cultivated a new idea and a ne',-, ferm to. the centemperary
theatl~e."

(27: 370. )
Kenneth McGewan, an ardent admirer ef O'Neill,is

l10re e,xplici t.

In an article entitled Experiment en Bread-

'Way
:-.0' he writes.:

'This expl~ratien into. the racial mind ef

~he negro. is so. definitely subjective in its materials and
}.

o free in ferm that it is an ebvieus step tev.ral'd the
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." laywright I s completely expfiessionistic drama. "(99:175.)
~p

The aim of expressionistic drama is to alienate
itself from reality, from the obvious and the natural, and
-to ally itself with the unreal, the conventional, and the
".'

; stylistic.

Stylization is the degree of creative insight

with which the producer; has grasped the inner meaning of the
: play and reflected it in the acting, lighting, and setting

fso
I

i.

that one mood or tone prevails.
In Emperor Jones that nood is terror. In this

i.

: psychoanalytic study of atavism we have eight abrupt scenes,
j

Jeach the sublimation of a phase of fear rasing from mere
bewildered apprehension, to culminate in all-devastating
~

sheer panic - tel'ror.
Emperor Jones is not the only actor in this ironic
tragedy of the illusion of fear, which so dominates one
negro, symbolic of his race.

Eo.ch spectator is compelled

. to ent0l1 into the motives of this negro fanfaron, to
I

L

r

sympathize, (in its broadest sense) with him, and thus become an actor in the drama.

This dramatic triumph has been

secured by at least one physical device, the insistent,
intensified beat of the tom-tom.
As the play begins, the regular reiterated beating
of the tom-tom gives warning that the natives are in conclave
in the hills, using voo-doo charms and incantations to work
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courage to the point of rebelling against their

This emperor, Brutus Jones, is a genial sophistirascal, an ex-Pullman porter and(ex-convict, who has
established himself as ruler over these African savages.
Up to this time he has passed unharmed among his
due to a self-invented tale that nothing but a
could kill him.
Though he has exploited the natives to the edge
revolt, his plans are so careffully laid. that,though the
ous reverberations of the. tom-tom warn him their fury
has broken prematurely, he is not caught unprepared.

lie reaches the edge of the forest, a jaunty
elf-assul'ed adventurer, confident that he knows a trail to
safety and fl"'eedom through its trackless waste, and furtt.er
buoyed up by the five lead bullets for his enemies and the
one for himself in case - ridiculous thoughtis ever really cornered.
But when, in the mysterious night shadows of the
forest

~e

is unable to locate his

cach~~is

self-

POssession is a bit shaken.
From this point on a series of dim table'Qux obdepict Jones's spiritual retrogression to Voodooism.

ttle Formless Fears emit a "tiny gale of low mocking laugh

,!land lJi th

a yell of tervor he dissipates them with his

.

lead bullet.

In qIick succession the series of episodes uneach a crisis of

~ear:

first, the Pullman porter he

in a gamblers' quarr'el, next the guard of the
n. gang, whose brutality goaded him into another slaying.

he is confronted with the visible hallucination of his
fears, his racial superstitions.

The auction block

a slave-ship, where,

~s

if' under

uncanny compulsion, he joins the rhythmiC wail of
solation of his own people.

next, most horrifying of all,

Witch Doctor demands that he sacrifice himself to
crocodile.

At last, stripped in body and soul of

artificial trappings and veneer of civilizntion, his
bullet expended against this last apparition that
completely and utterly routed his courage and resourcess, he ends his tortured, hopeless circle at the very
from which he started, only to find the natives imwaiting to shoot him down with their silver
And so he died, a victim of the superstition he
scorned and despised.
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Thus in

~mperor

Jones a psychological theme is

to its logical, inevitable, and apPointed conclusion.
il'onic~

fate, in this play

more humanized and localized,

trutes the protagonist I s designs, but the conflict
more worth while ,_
Emperor Jones, as the protagonist of this seriea
unfolds, not only the concentrated history of
the poignant history chronicle of a whole

Emperor Jones is a powerful picture of a subtly·
character.
The dialogue is forceful, at times humorous,
realistic.
l~ere,

as in all tif 0lNeill1s work, there is

of his dual gift of depicting character in swift,
vid strokes ~nd scenes, and of expl'essing himself in langthat is lyric in i ts
voice."

ins:tsten~

on utterance by the

(134:37.)

I1.r. Ludwig Lewisblm attributes the success of
Jones to "i ts imaginative and formu1l.L daring and
exotic elements in its admirable presentation more
to any inner completenes·s or pergection~

1/

(89: 902.)
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As in Beyond

~

Horizon and The Straw,we have the

n:o ti ve of illusion dominating

~.

This play, an unfortun-

ate expansion of an earlier one-act play,

~','heJ:>e

the Cross

--

is r\lade ,"is a study of the effect of the discovery of

supposed treasure on a desert island upon the men who found

it and an account of the trail of murder and madness which
~"
fo 11 ow-ea.

(. 89:: 903 •. )

More specifically, the plot of this four-act study
of the psychological effect of lust of gold is as follows:
Captain Bartlett and his crew 'are wrecked on a
coral reef in the Malay Archipelago.

Dying of thirst and·

hunger, they find, irl the water logged h'\llk of a Malay war
prau., two chest s of treasure.

The cook and cabin boy pr

it junIe, and are'murdered, vd th the t [lci t, but unspoken consent of Captain Bartlett.
Rescued, Captain Bartlett fits out a schooner
to dig up the treasure which he had ordered hidden' in the
sand.

By a rather theatrical and obvious ruse the Captain

is prevented from sailing to re-cover the gold.
on it becomes an obsession with him.

From then

He has the top floor

and roof of his house fitted up as a lookout post, and
paces eternally up and dovm, waiting and watchirm for the
ship that has lain bottom side up, for'three years off the
Celebes.
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Finally, he reveals
shOWS

the secret to his son, and

him the sample of treasure he brought along.

The lad

exclaims, in irritated disappointment just as the ship's
cook had, "It f S damned brass.

II

This doesn t t alter the Captain f s insane delusiGm,
which results in the death of his wife, the unhappiness
of his daughter, and the complete demoralization of his son.
There is nothing particularly significant in
this melodramatic story, but some critics have read more
into it than

~'Ri

the superficial, realistic dialogue,

and shaky structure would seem" to warrant.
"What is finely conceiv.ed is the symbolism,,"
declares

Mr. Dewisobn.

illusion.

"1'he treasure is brass.

Illusion is

Yet the man who seeks to bring his fellow.s in

contact with reality is killed.

They spend the rest of their

lives chasing the false treasure, slaying for it, maddened
by it.

But it remains brass, cheap, but gleaming. fI

Then

he adds, rather skeptically, "Only the unpleasant doubt
obtl"'udes itself that gerhaps Mr. OrNeill did not mean any
such s:ylubolical meaning at all.

It

(89: 902.)

Miss Euphemia VJyott, of The Cat,holic World, is
...

~.~

..

assailed by no such misgivings, and confidently asserts:
l'The play may be taken as an allegory satirizing in PJwerful

43.

~~e.sbion

the stupidity of those who seek worthless treasure

rat tbe ends of tbev.orld and ignore the real beauty and

t

"slue of

f'

'"~

1At;'

li~ e as
P~erre

they exist about them." (150: 555. )
Loving seems to have struck more nearly

the philosophic note the authol' intended when he says,

: dAn under current of irony ---- lifts the play above the
~ plene of mere incisive study of the collapse or a fine
+

Ddnd; it envelops the character of Captain Bartlett with
the sadnes s of a futile heroism •.•••..•. Vie groVi aware by_
,degrees that the plot has been spun in advance by a higher
power; the dice are loaded, and thememorable lonely figure
in reality gripping with fate.

II

(93:516.)

It is true that t bis play marks a complete reo

.:-:

version to the fate domination idea, which OINeill had seemed

.to

have left behind him.

In just so far as this philosophy

is untrue to real life, 'which permits an occasional gleam
: of hope, so is this playa failure.

~.;.: feel
I~
f
~}

$'I';
~.t

'

Ie~~-,

~,
~

The audiences seemed to

this deficiency for it lasted only thirteen days, his

first real failure.
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Difft~,

announced by 0 'N eill as a "daring

study of feminine sex psychology,

II

is a play of an unsatisfi

ideals.
The central figure, Emma Crosby, repudiatea her
engagement to the young captain of a whaler, because she
hears that during a trip to the South Sea. Islands he has
fallen an unwilling victim in a hour of folly to one of the
native girls.

She will live single rather than sacrifice

her ideal illusion that Caleb was IIdifferent" from other
men.

As a matter of fact, this is no ideal at all, but

sheer finical egoism.

'l'hirty years pass, during which the

capt ci D comes and goes on voyages, never omitting to call
on Emma between times, nursing his own illusion, which is
that time will reconcile bmma to him.

Of course, time

doesn't, and the same thirty years that leave Caleb a
strengthened character have changed maidenly modesty that
considel'ed itse.lf too precious to be bestowed on one just
like other men to a pitiful spectacle of unashamed pursuit.
Benny, Caleb's nephew, a degenerate young craven, with a
cynical twisted outlook on life, is the object of ~mma's
autumnal passion.
In honor of this waster, off-scouring of the.
·'.. orld r;ar, Emma refurnishes her parlor, dyes her hair, rouges,
and ma}{es many moral adjustments, not the least of which is
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tolerance of Benny's ; moral lapses. Ironically enough,
ber
_sbe, who thirty years before ruined her life by just one
quick credulitY,now refuses to believe a single word against
-tbis ne'er-do-well.
Threatened vlith exposure of theft Benny proposes
~arriage
!'.:.'

~'i!
:',:

,

L

to

bn~a

to save himself.

Emma accepts with de-

gradinf;,- al [icri ty.
IIThirty

0

1

the best irears of my life flung for a

~1ellow dog like him to feed on. God! II raves Caleb, when he
-,
(hears the news. In his anger and desperation he talks of
murder, then of bribery to force :Emma from Benny IS clutch,
bu life is not worth 11 ving

nov'" ,nor is anyone worth

i

sacrificing for, s<o> he goes out ,Jfleeling it must be' ended.
Bribery) meant money,and Benny, in his speculation

~as to his uncle's seriousness on that point, displays the
depths of depravity to Aunt .u.mma.

In a scene of utterly

cruel disillusionment, Benny asks her:
'''-.'hat 're you taking it so damned serious for me aJ-:ing you to marry :me, I mean. I was only sort of
kiddin l an~vay - just so you'd tell him and get his goat
righY• Say, honest, r.unt .bmmer, you didn I t believe - you
didf t think I was really stuck on you, did you? \\'hy,
you re as old as ma is, aint you, Aunt Emmer? And I'll
,lay you look it, too! --- This is what l get for fooling
l&round with an old hen 111ce :rou that ought a f been planted
~.-.. the cemetery long ago! p~1nt1nl your mush and dressin'
,ike a kid!"
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As in &

t~ance,

gaudy decorutions.

Emma dismantles the room of its

Benny returns to tell her Caleb has

hung himself and she "moves, like a sleepwalker towar'd the
door" murmuring, IIV,ait, Caleb, I'm-going down to the barnllto put an end to her life.
hIr. Arthur Quinn has said, "Mr. 0 'Neill is not
concecned with

11m ak

ing II any kind of ending.

The endings

, form themselves in his capable hands out of the characters
,.-

and situations." ( 130:416.) While this may be true in the
greater number of his plays Diff'rent seems an exception.
Two suicides are two too many in this case.

Given the

character's of bmma 8.nd Caleb as t hey have been presented,
and developed, self destruction is not the inevitable way
out of their situation.

1'hat should be reserved for a real

tragedy, which this is not.
Mr. Clarl! comments on this are pertinent:

If

In

Diff'rent though O'Ueill shows both Caleb and Emma driven
to extremes, I am neither emotionally not intellectually
persuaded that they would comy,it suicide.
w~o

either dare

not~

There are many

or perhaps, do not want to, kill them-

80lves - even though they believe they have nothing more
~. to live for - who go on living in quiet desperation.

and Emma are such.

Caleb

To kill them off at the end is an:;:.ct of

mercy, and O'Neill's mood here was anythinG but-merciful;
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~e is after truth." (42: 7 • )
F'

'l'hat 11r. 0 'Neill seems to be "curious, rather than
in his search for the truth is the opInion of
he found the second act particularly repulsive.
me admit frankly at the start that I was unable to
the self abasement of the woman in the second act
a stricture or strangulation in the throat •

Mr.

is rather curious than serious; his second act,
not ethically null, is ethically needless, and his
is not typical, but extravagant." (58: 207.)
Not only is hir. 0 'Neill extravagant in his inbut

~~

~e

this

lavishness of gloom and pessimism

which envelopi the play keep it from being real tragedy.
Too much of anyone element twists a play out of harmony
and balance, thus deprd.ving it of power and ppignancy.

Though the characterization is excellent and
vivid, tlJe dialogue simple.:, truthful, and direct, the structur'e amazingly concentrated end adequate, nevertheless it
is again theme which dominated this drama of depression.

In the characte2 of Emma we seem to find an echo of 0 'Neill's
reactions in his quest !Bor truth.

Mr. Krutch summarizes

them in the following excerpt:
ItHer (Emma's) tragic guilt is as definite as that
of any Greek hero; it is a sort of inflexibility which will
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~,

ermi t her to accept things as they are. And her
gDOWS ~nevitably and with iroD±c suitability
om this guilt. having refused a true and genel"ous man,
be ignoble compensation',;which she seeks is snatch ed
om her grasp.. He who will not when he may may not when
; wi;ll~l!l (82:565.)

O~a;trophe

~[,he

,\1. e

Hairy

~

has the tang of sociological pro-

have Yank, the ocean liner stoker, who in his

: ast strength, feels he makes the world move, confronted
,
~or

one brief moment by Mildred, a decadent daughter of the

.Olas s Yank thinks: doesn I t ''belong ". Her loo:ij: of utter aversion
~endterror

and exclamation "1'he filthy beast!" later trans-

lated to him as

lIBairy Ape II so shatter Yank I s confidence

.in himself that he leaves his job, determined to seek

; revenge on the ''baggage class If which,he feels, has insulted
I,end degraded him •
.

I

He, seeks Fifth Avenue that he may meet them.
'Hurling

himself against the m(:u'ionette automatons parading,

he is further enraged and baffled by tp.eir indifference,
end his effort to be recognized landshim in Blaclnvells

.',; Island.
~~le
i

~

l.n .'.:-. I s

he meditates behind the bars he learns of the

and as soon as he is released volunt((!)ers his ser-

vices to blow up the fc,ctory of Mildred I s father, symbolic
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hated high social order.
Believing him a spy, the I.W.V:.ls throw him out.
Rejected alike by conservati vesand radicals, more dazed

than ever, with the hated epithet IIhairy ape" ever in his
consciousness, Yank seeks the Zoo to look upon his counterHe confides his trouble to the gorilla, and in a
last desperate effort to locate himself, somevlhere in the
social system he releases his prototype that together they
vengeance on an unfriendly Vlorld.

With unconscious

the gorilla accept s him in a huge embrace, crushes
and

~lings

him into the open cage, then saunters off.

Yank staggers to his feet, supports himself by
and dies with his "boots on II, still defiant,
frustrated in his final attempt to find his own soulls
in the modern social scheme.
Underlying this "extraordinary blend of weird
and ext,reme realism, of satire and symbolism"

. 164:306.) which make up the eight expressionistic scenes
the Hairy

~e

is an intellectual concept in which is

philoBQ~hi~ message OllJeill wished to deliver

that particular time.
He has chosen Yank, symbol of primitive and
strength, and a victim( of modern indus,try as the
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*.,.rlT.I!:l,~v ...... _st.

Through him 0 'Neill wishest)o voice that

rebellion, that sense of buffeted' frustration which
itself helpless in its effort to find a place in the
social order.
As the play opens we see Yank amid the deafening
unbearable heat of the firemen's forecastle gloryhie pr,l.ysical prowess.

In his crude strength he

in his creation of the energy and speed that drive;
slllP'.,ucross the ocean.

Over the din he bellows his

"Everything else dat makes de woild move, somep 'n
es it move. It cnn't move witout somep'n else, see!
get down to me. I'm at de bottom, get me! Dere aint
'foither. I'm de end! 11m de start! ! start somep'n
de woild moves!"
In that tense climat:li.c scene where Yank is brought
face with the so cia! parasite, Mildred, her horried reaction to his hairy ape characteristics shatters
B

joy in his vast atrength as well as his confidence

to the utter rightness of his place in

the_~world.

His

aged feelings seek revenge, and as he hurls himself
nst the inperturbable }'ifth Avenue church parade of
ervatives, symbolic of an impregnable social order which
y has IIdisposed of

II

that which threatens its security,

realize his impotence in his conflict with
social forces he cannot comprehend.
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The I. W.W.IS further convince him of his inability
to cope with the social order and he rather pathetically
1!1Uses:
IfI 1m a busted Ingersoll, dat' s what.
Steel
wss me, and I owned de woild. Now, I ain't steEil, and
de woild owns me. Aw, hell! I can't see -- it's all dark,
get me'? It I S all wrong! -------Vihere do. I get off at,
huh? II

Still in search of an answer, Yank seeks his· kin,
the real hairy ape.

As he staresat the gorilla he painfully

voices his groping efforts to locate himself in the scheme
of things.

"I ain't on oith and I ain't in heaven, get me'!

1'm in de middle tryin' to separate 'em, taking all de
stpunches from bot' of

I

em. "

.

After the released gorilla had crushed him in
an ironic death embrace, Yank's bewildered mutter "even

dian It tink I-belonged ll mounts to passionate despair
he demands, "Christ, where do I get off at'?

vVhere do

He answers himself, bitterly,
!lIn de cage, huh? lIand with a last pathetic gesture
bravado in the strident tones of a circus barker, calls
es and gents, step forward and t ake at slant at de one
only - (his voice weakening) one and original - Hairy
from de wilds of - (He slips in a heap on tbe floor
dies. The monkeys set up a chattering, whimpering
ail. II
And perhaps, (in 0 'lqeilll' s own words) the Hairy
last ''belongs ".
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t 0 '}l eill himself regarded

~

Hairy Ape as purely

from a letter he wrote to the
ork

.....-

~

Heral9--r.rribu~e •

liThe Hairl Ape was propaganda in the sense that
was a syinb'ol of man, who has lost bis old harmony with
, the hermony which he used to have as an animal and
not yet acquired in a spiritual way. Thus, not being
1e to find it on earth nor in heaven, he's in the middle
to make peace, taking the 'woist punches from bot'
'em l • fi'his. ide1.\. was expressed in Yank's speech. The
ic saw just the stoker, not the symbol, and the symbol
es the play either important or just another play.
can I t go forward, and so he .tries to go back. t.L'his
what his shaki~g hands with the gorilla meant. But he
't go back to 'belonging I either. The gorilla kills
• The subject here is the same ancient one that a~ways
s an<J. always will be the one subject for drama, and
t is man and his struggle with his own fate. The struggle
ed to be with the gods, but is now with himself, his own
ast, his attempt to belong. II
'L'hough Mr. 0 'Neill rather ironically subtiy-les
"A Comedy of Ancient and Modern Life I~ most
critics list it as an expressionistic

George Baker tells us that ItO INeill stUdies rea suffering rr;ind and finds visualized emotional
for whe.t:~ is discovere.d.

II

(

13

: 799.:.)

He

dently feels. that the dramatist is sincere in his method
exposition.

He explains:

"O'Neill becomes an

in form, even a symbolist at timew - not
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in ordel' to experiment, not as a follower of any momentary
voC;Ue, but because ,like any of the great dramatists he has
come to feel not whalt he so easi ly illustrated in action,
but \vhat can at best be only hinted, hinted, suggested,
Symbolized as ultimately the most discerning, the most
honest picturing of the complicated mingling in emotion of
heredity~

sma! 1 •

II

environment, a multiplicity of causes, large and
(12:792. )
Nir. Macgowan is even more explicit.

lie is almost

diagrammatic:
'~he Hairl A~~ is expressionistic in form because
the author deli'5'erE,tely subordinates plausibility of
language or situation to the need of making life clear. The
people do not talk or act as they would in real life, because O'r-eill wishes to give us things they feel which
reach us - either in real life or realism - b:r fm.1iltt and
illusive indications; these s~eak out directly in ~
~irz
'the process· of 0 Neill is to let Yank shout
,
s fi
of boastings in ~11ini6c slang...... The emotional vigor and truth of this i;;.; ;;rD stl'iking that~many spectators take t he four opening scenes for grubby but terrific
naturalism and do not notice until Yank gets on ~ifth
Avenue that the play is written in a vein of extreme exaggeration. Upon Fifth Avenue the1;hing is clear enough,
for here O'Neill exaggerates the exteriors as well as the
speech, and sets marionette autom~tons parading.
lIi~ reader of the text of the pla~r' or an acute observer of the performance will see that 0 Neill has succeeded in almost all the scenes in going dovm beneath the surfiace essentials of character and presenting those eSleIl1tials
w th s'ileh truth and vigor that the net"'; result seems the
. expres:S:ion of' truth. II (101: 187 • )

£¥!:. •.

r,

I
k,

---------------------------------------------------~
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It is .rather interesting to note that until this
last year the casual mention of Eugene 0 INei11 's name allIlost always chlled forth the remark "Oh l yes.
.Aml: a Chri stie.
......-.-..
-

He wrote

II

lShat is there about :this play that seems to make
,it

sO

unforgett able2

Reduced to its simplest elements

~t

'is merely another of the countless variants of that age-old
;;plot I the woman with a past.

,.

In this case regeneration

ifollo ws , and with it I most incredibly for 0 INeill, the conventional happy ending l which Oliver Sayler declares is no
ending at all, and that what does exist is IImerely a play,--,

I'l"eachd.ng an ironic finger into the futurel, like life.

I'
1(134: 35."J
•
l

~om the

II

Accuracy to life is the basis of 0 'Neill r s appeal.
instant we see Chris I that drunken old sentimentalist

't,pll into the dull and s.ordid saloon of Jimmy-the-Priest,
~ntil we leave him gazing out into the night I lost in his

tombre preoccupation, wutteringl HOnl y thEt old davil the
j

.ee.,

the sea - she knowll, we are face to face with even nore

;than a pungent realisffi.

As Kenneth fliacgowan expresses it:

,
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f
r

~t "More than realism, however, somet111ng of the inner spirit,
i

"

the fullness and vitality of life floods to the surface. 1/
(99: 5. )

The dull, ploddinG, sentimental old square-head
Chris bas kept his daughter Anna on a Minnesota farm to
protect her from "the old Davil, sea II, bis obsession.

Her

farmer cousinsproved more cruelly vindictive than the sea
ever been, and, after running away from them,
dribts into the world's oldest profession.

Sick and'

she turns in desperation to Chris, feeling she
a welcome from Thdm.

In this she is right.

tier

overjoyed to have a "nice gil'llt like Anna to care
She joins him on the coal barge, not without some

About two weeks later she mystifies and alarms
she gazes awestruck into the dense fog and dreamvoices the fulfillment of her atavistic desires.
Ifl-unny! I do feel sort of - nutty tonight.

I

1 old ••••• like I'd been a long, long time - out here in

fog. I donlt know how to tell you yust what I mean.
like lId come bome after a long visit away some place.
all seems like I'd been here before lots of times
on
ats ~ in this same fog. II She persists pe~lexedly
t why d'you slpose I feel so - so - like I d found som6rid missed and been looking for - srif this was the
lace for me to fit in't And I seem to have forgot ng that's happehed - like it didn't matter no
And r feel clean, somehow - like you feel yust after
IS
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i,

; you've took a bath. And I feel happy for once - yes, honest!
: .. l1appiel' than I even been anywhere befo:ve. II
Through the enveloping fog an "ahoy" of distress,
elld

wi tb the rescue of the shipwrecked crew

and the entrance

. 1llto their lives of Matt Burke, lithe very broth of a boy,
boastful, chivalrous, romantic, blasphemous, superstitious 1/
(66:20) tbe conclusion is inevitable.
As hobert Benchly inimitably puts it,
~

uln the

second act Vie are asked to accept not onihy love at firs.t

.' sight, but love at practically no sight at all, as the

i almost simultaneous meeting, courtship, and proposal are
',carried on in a dense fog at night on the deck of a coal

.;,

~ barge.

II

(21:j.6.)
h~att

it.

proceeds to deify Anna, who will not permit

Before he accepts matt she tells in a scene of almost

~

lunbearable intensity, the story of her life.

The remainder

"

lIot the play is concerned with the reactions of the two
men, Chris's maudlin self-pity, the Celt's furious and
,virtuous single-standard anger, and the ultimate readjust""
ment of their individual theories to their need for love.
But it is left to knna Christie, ignorant, laconic,
:almost inarticulate, to voice 0 'N eill' s. burning ironies of

~

;·lite.

She tells her father, lilt ain',t your fault, and it

'ain' t m~ne, and it ain't his neither.

'1;'Je' re

all poor nuts,

t

~<

(
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end thin/ss happen, and Vie just get mixed in wrong, that 1 s
a.ll. "

Again O'Neill has chosen the sea and the men and
women of the sea as the symbols of the eternal realities
as he finds them.

Just as Anna is baffled, yet faces un-

afraid these eternal realities, the inexplicable inhuman
power of nature against man, symbolized in "that old Davil
sea 11 so must we all according to 0 'Neill match our impotencc against these realities.

Though we cannot conquer

Fate, still the very facing of it may bring out latent
quali ties of manliness and nobility that will not mean
complete spiritual failure.

VIi th almost more than his .customary terseness
Oliver

Sayler dismisses the

~ (19G2) with two words.

dr~atistsnext

play The First·

"O'Neill's worst", (134:52.),

and even Kenneth li..acgOYlan, ;'usually so loyal,is forced to
point out that "the psychology and the mechf'.nism. by which the
.,

husband r s objections to fatherhood are established and a
climax of action produced at:~-the;.::·end of,:the second act,

L

~.'

i-

f

leave us just ~other of those force~'-. specimens of surface
realism with which the French stage of Pinero and AUgustus

L. . .

T_h_om_J_a...-s_a_re_:........li_
t:........ter:.-e_d..:,._u....-_(_
9_8:1__
82_,._)___________- - - - - - - - - '
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l,lr. Clal"k is rattier paradoxical.

He calls it a

"less successful effort lIand a most ambitious failure II in
alIIlost tl1e same breath il •

4376.)

(

A review of the

story may clarify these conflicting opinions.
As a great concession,

Curtin Jayson, noted

SCientist, hase obtained permission to take his wife itiartha
!

along on a five year expedition which is searching for

f

. traces of "The Pirst 1\'. an lI.

Two years(i previous they had

'lost their daughtel's, and had determined to have no more
"children.

The Jayson relatives wanted a man child in the

,family, but Curtis Jayson's work seems the paramount interest of both their lives, but not permanently.

On the

eve of departure almost Jvlartha announces to Curt that she
1s goingtD have a child.

His career and life-work threat:ener;l

"Curt finds hitiIself growing to

ha~e

the coming baby.

Martha dies, giving birth to a boW, and in his
grief and hatred Curt cannot bear to look at his son.

It

'is only v/hen the light davyns, that his petty scandal-mong:er:i;ng

.,relatives suspect the paternity of his son, accusing his
;best friend, t~at he dashes up to see the baby, and in so

•

;doing recovers 'himself

and

finds in the "F'irst Man II born to

·the Jayson family a new impetus to live.

He returns to

address the assembled Jayson relations : "----1 t 11 come back
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(the light of an ideal beginning to show in his eyes).
'1ben he's old enough, I'll teach him to know and love a big,
: tree life.· Martha used to say that he would take her place

. in time.

kartha shall live again for me and him.

If

The idea, whether a man and wife can collaborate

r'in their deeper mental interests at the sarne time they co}

r. operate in love and parenthood, betrays the author I s interest
I

~ in soul relationships.'

In fact, in his effort to·e xpress

t

thiS psychological interests of the age in dramatic form,
r

lolNeill sacrificed every other factor ih the play.
f

~pCilssession

,

His pre-

with his idea devi tal i zes his language, characters,

!

~. spectacles, movement,

and plot.

The play becomes little

~

Imare than an intellectlJ a1 thesis on "eh1ldren versus a

i

)Career.

II

In .:Structure this play attempts to be narration•

al,but it is loose, disjointed,and diffuse.
On the whole, the characters are

shal~ow

weak-

:llngs, who do a great deal of artificiial, humorless talking, which

Mr. Mantle feels "showed Mr. Eugene 0 'Neill I s

!power
in a direction not hitherto ':Very apparent, the ability
,.
.fto
,

give us rapid,

clever conversation which in itself

Satirizes tIle social values of a decadent pa:brician class.

II
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In Yielded (1923) which ulr. OINeill has optimisti, cally lubeled Ira romance of love and marriage

II,

he has

': attempted to show thedevastating interaction Qf a variety

: of tense love.
~ence

His thesis is that a happy conjugal exist-

is only pos sible where each of the couple struggles to

,1Daintain the personality within the love.
What Mr. OINeill has actually produced is a study

';:,of the psychology of love - morbid, garrulous, hectic.
Lacking any real dramatic action, it is, in the last analysis,
;~erely

an exhibit of emotional instability.

[C
f

The theme he has chosen is a common favorite

~"ith
;.,

modern French dramatists.

~ote

the curious parallelism in exact repressiveness of title,

(,

~estless

It may be interesting to

intellectualism of theme and utmost eoo nomy of

:;Action of :Mr. 0 INeill I s Welded and Ij~. Porto-Riche t s
!;

:eoureuse.
Just as Porto Riche haseliminated from his plays

i

~l

elements that do} not immediately further or illustrate

bis
central and controlling idea po has OINeill w.led out
j.

" V;~lded all encumbering, non-essential environment, char~1'
lcter, and action.
\

rl'om its mark.

r
I

4

Nothing must deflect the dominant idea
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Eleanor and michael! actress and

pl~~vright,

in the throes of their particular crises, ere shown aB
absorbod in these alone, and are suddenly deprived of all
other interests, passions, and hopes.
sulting character is at

Even though the re-

most two-dimensional, an amazing

concentration and tensity areeffected.
Cape and Eleanor in V/elded paralel~_ J!tienne and
.,--~~-----~

~tienne cannot send Germaine away.

Germaine.

At the door

he laments:
'~by have restlessness and jealousy forced me to
re-open this door? We ha~e torn at each other like bitter
foes, irreparable words have been spoken; I have misunderstood you, you have betrayed me and yet - I am here. It
seems as though we were riveted together by all the evil
we have done each other, by all the shameful words we have
spoken. II
t'But we shall not be happy, 1/ Germaine cries.
And all his lmswer is: "Vtfhat does it matter?tI

-.

Compare this with Vlel,de.q. Eleanor and Cape, after
a violent, jealous quarrel, have euch returned, learning
that love is stronger than either.

Cape declares:

"We can live again." (Exultantly as if testing
"But we f 11 hate! If
Eleanor agrees: "Mes! II
IIAnd weill torture and tear, and clutch for each
~otherls souls - fight - fail - and hate again (he raises
I'his voice in agressive triumph) - But! fail with pride !~ and joy! II
herl)

i~
~,

~
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The play closes on a note of abnormal intensi t~T,
which, somehoW',does not convince.

Nor were the audiences,
I

apparently, convinced of the dramatist s sinneri ty, or perhaps
,...

this presentation

o~

love neurosis was too intellectual and

devitalized to maintain their interest,for the play was
shcrtly withdrawn. and must be classed with O'neill's
failures.

Convenvional dramaturgy seems to have no·, limitations tor Mr. 0' Neill if he determines to put upon the stage
.what he finds vital and interesting in contemporary life.
In one mad taunting epithet 't.Nigger" filun; at
her colored husband by his delirious white wife we have
concentrated the theme of Iv'lr. 0 'Neill's next play, All
God's Chillun G~t Wings.

(1924)

In commenting on his choice of theme, Mr. vtewisbhn
tells us
"Iv is in revealing this dark and secret thing the immemorial, ineradicable character of race prejudice that }iir. 0 'Neill reaches a height hitherto inaccessible to
him. The problem he has selected cleaves so near the Qone
of human life itself that it possesses a transcendent symbolic chal'§o;t;er.There are not many such themes in this
world; tl.is is one of them." (86: 664. )
·Simply and· directly, in an obvious narrative sequenoe, with crude realism of dialogu·e and simple violence
of action,Ivir. Oll~eill exhibits a series of scenes from the
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tbe life of black Jim

~JIarris

and white :Ella Downey.

Briefly the story deals with the chi I dhoo d affection existing between two children,
frinr::e of the black belt.

~lla~and

Jim, who live on the

When they reach adolescence

Ella scorns her former chum; but when she is flung aside by
her white scoundrel prizefighter, refined, sensitive Jim,
wbo bas always loved her, befriends her, and eventually, at
ber ovm request, marries her.

Ella loves Jim, but f'eels

so keEnly her anomalous social position after their return
from France that she becomes insane.

Her

mono~ania

takas

the for.m of' a conscious, def'inite attempt to.prevent Jim
from passing his bar'examination, by demanding all his
attention as a nurse.

Her object attained, and her tortured

self-respect and feeling of racial superiorty preserved,
her desire to kill Jim passes, and she reverts to the artless
friendliness of her school days.
Beneath this

surf'ac~

simplicity exists ·a psychologi-

cal subtlety which lifts the play from the level of a rather
confuaed mixture of hapless matrimony, an economic

f'ailure~

a demimonde, the race problem, poverty and insanity,to the
elevated heights of' a tragedy capable of' exciting pity in
the hearts of the spectators.

r
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!

For it is the spectator who comprehends far
better than t he inarticulate chanac;\;ers themselves the hopeless struggl-e which takes place in their minds - a struggle
between their own character and forces more powerful and
subtle than they.

Society, environment, circumstances, and

most of all, their own temperaments,all combined against
. Ella and Jim in their hopeless search for happiness, a search
: decreed to failure.
Emotionally and intellectually Jim and Ella might
argue that no sense of inferiority existed in the one, but
'deeper than love and reason, instinct, born of habit and
'tradition, condemned them for their transgression of the
ta.boo.
The feeling of racial inferiority which Jim;
cannot conquer dooms him DO a lonely spiritual existence,
. the common lot of mankind, according toO IN eill.

In Jim's

isolation we may trace a reflection of Mr. O'Neillls philo80phy as pointed out

by~lizabeth

Shepley Sergeant in a

discerning critic-ism of this devastating drama of misce'genation.

She points out :

"Through the beauty and tragedy of a mixed marriage
pierces the suggestion of the deeper and more sacrificial
'aspects of marriage itself - a hint of the torture and
~liss that the interweaving of two strands of intense and
'separate life may pring. Here, more effectively than in
l!lded, O'Neill, the solitary artist expresses the constant
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restless struggle between the separateness of the human
soul and its need for fusion and immolation. U(138: 93.)

t

Desire Under the J11ms (1925). "God's hard and

-----

lonesome II, believed dour, seventy year old Ephriam Cabot,
and based his

l~e

oh that principle.

He was lonesome,

too, so he took unto himself a third wife, half his age

1end attractive,

and the incarnation of

ac~isitiveness.

Awaiting her in her newly-acquired home she finds
only Eben, Ephriam's thirty-two year old son by his second
wife, whom Eben is convinced his father not only worked to
.~

death, but also appropriated the farm which should rightfully belong to him.

Naturally,Eben despises this designing

, interloper.
Abbie, consumed by an

ove~vhelming

greed for

material possessions, tells her husband that she believes
, it is still possible to have an, heir. Delighted, the old
" man promises to will the property to the new son.
.i

Abbie,

deliberately proceeds to seduce Eben, who suddenly discovers

. that his envenomed hatred has turned to impassioned love.
Eben thinks he has found an instrument of revenge for his mother1s suffering and death.

In his huddled,

cOnfused mind Abbie in some way represents both mother
and mistress.

The child, ostensibly Ephriam's, is born, and
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~~e

stark old furmer rejoices temporarily, at least, in one

I JUlfill ed desire.

i(

II
Ii!

But with all her carefully planned

j118cbinations Abbie finds herself enmeshed in her own w$b.

sne has not counted on the strength of emotion, and she finds
""er passion has developed into a sincel'e love which wrecks
v

~l

her scheming calculations.

They can no longer carry

on, and Eben tells his father all.

Ephriam disillusions

$ben by telling him what was previously the truth, that
.bbie had pretended to love him only to deprive him of
in~eritance.

Eben turns from her in fury and despair,

she, to prove her love for him ,smothers (,:the one thing
between them, the child.

This only incurs his horror, and

_hile he feels she loves him, his instinctive reaction is to
to the village and call the sheriff.
Hegretting his action almost immediately,he re_U'~~-~LO,

begs her forgiveness, mssumes the responsibility for
and joins her in waiting for the officers.

sheriff arrives, Eben surrenders himself as a partner
crime, and happy and exultant in their complete absorption
the two go out to their punisbment together,

,s

Ephriam granting grudging admiration for his
courage, and to face his last years in the loneliness

thinks is God's.
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~hat

a diversity of opinion existed as to the

meaning arid value of this naturalistic tragedy of perverted
les ires is indicated by a review of the contemporary
.dram atic criticism, ranging from the usual unqualified

~cowmendation
\

of BarrettH. Clark to the deepest vilification

of Euphemia Fiyatt.

filr. Clark writes; ,.nlf ever that disputed passage
out l~atharsis meant anything it meant it here, for
ire purges the soul, scars, tortures and twists it, oniliy
t it in the end. O'Neill has built a shining edifice,
epic drama of the workers of the ooil, with ipgreciients
ugly and as beautiful as can .be found.in contemporary
ilization. II (42:89.)
In the same tone we find this comment: IfIn many
DeBire Under the ~lms is in the f~nest Eugene O'Neill
-':DJ,-a.",... tion.
And then agaI'Ii it isn It. ('Uneven', that's the
d. But there are moments, high, bold, relentless lIDments
_~''<1'"'' this stark New England tragedy is more than you can
are Life is here, life and irony, and an utter lack of
tification 11. (61: 3. )
The entire play seemed to be more yhan Miss Wyatt
d bear, as her criticism quoted in its entirety proves:
uLike 'rhe Hairy tpe, Desire Under the Elms is
tten in scenes,-discurs ve, short, reiterative.--Each
acter has a characteristic phrase to which his or her
moulded. The setting is the exterior of a farmlone white farmhouse with a 'stone wall.
Y~e

are never allowed to forget the loneliness
the stones ~or we enter the rouse througb'. the outside
apboarding, which is removed in sections, and first one,
anotner of the bedrooms, the kitchen, and the parlor
revealed. The seven Capital Sins are revealed with
Indeedl~ they might well be the subtitle.
Pride,
ousness, ~ust, Anger, Gluttony, Envy, and Sloth are
sented to us in one cubicle after another. They form
II
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tb e cllief topic of conversation, particularly the third.

·
lI'l'he seduction of a stepson, the smothering of a
, babY, are incidental. All the family - from the t VlO elder
, brothers vlith their hoes, the younger brother with tris lust,
; the reptilian third wife vii th her acquisi ti ve instinct, the
· Old liIan with !!is bitter industry want the stony farm for
" themselves. oln it is buried their vitality and their
: 9II1bition. The twin brothers free t\lemselves by running away
· to "Californi-a ll with their father s money. The younger boy
, is diverted by the diversion of possessing his stepmother.
, The baby is murdered.
'1 here is left only the OLd Man,
• whose mania for agriculture and matrimony has never wavered.
· Because he has the good taste-L;to prefer the cows to his
J'8lIlil y's;sOrhiety, he has some of our sympatby.

10 ':r~eill hasadrni tted these

peop~e

are only types,

\.but even types, to be dramatic, Deed some humanity.
11 No woman even the type who can smother her own
infant in cold blood can stand up and make a long speech
about it. As the fP eech is written the infanticide is the
[least unpleasant because it bears no semblance to reality.
it Desire Under the Elms
is a tempting subject for
a parody, but it has about it such a persistently putrid
'odor that it inhibits mirth like a channel crossmng when
;one
is the actual victim.
\

,

II

V.fe have heard of the odor of sanctity.
(148'519. J

;now suffel'ed the odor of sin. II

We have

St. John Ervine declares that IIMr. O'Heill has
,chosen to present us with men who are almost lower than
lanimHls. Here definitely is unredeemed brutishness. "(57:58.)
It is hardly fair to close the discussion without
t~·

rre sen t ing Vir. O'Neill's defence for his choice of theme.

\In a letter to the PhiladelErua Public Ledger, Jm uary 22,
1922, two years before the play wasproduced he answered his
oritic's inquiries regarding the so-called Ifunhappy endings
i:
;

f his plays.

11
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"Sure, 1,',11 write about happiness if I can meet
l p witll that luxury, and find it sufficiently dramatic and
,Un barmOn? with any deep rhYt,hmin ~ife. But happiness is
i word. hhat does it wean? Exaltatlon; an intensified feel~ng of the significant worth of man's being and becoming?
'well, if it means that - and not a mere smirking contentment
'witb one's lot - I know there is more of it in one real
rtragedY than in all the hap,~y-ending plays ever written.
~It's a mere present day judgment to think of tragedy as
~unlJ.appy!
The Greeks and the Elizabethans knew better,
1They felt the tremendous lift to it. It roused them spirit~uelly to a deeper understanding of life.
1J.1 hrough it they
!'found release from the petty considerations of everyday
!'existence. They saw their lives ennobled by it. A work
of art is always happy; all else is unhappy ••.• I don 't
love life because it is pretty. Prettiness is only clothEilr'
leep. I am a truer lover than that. Ilove it naked.
There is beauty to me even in ugliness. II (42:87.)

j

I"ihile a hint of the "Oedipus Rex 11 plot is evident
in

~s.ire

~odified

Under

~ ~,nevertheless

it has been obviously

to fit in with the theories of a certain category

pf modern psychology, in which the spiritual clarity and
elevation, so intrinsic a part of Greek drama, are conpicuous for their absence.
In the Greek tragedy the significance of the
catastrophe was always intensified by either the overt, or
he i!:plied 'contrast between the creative and destructive
orces of life, whereas inlVlr. 0 'Neill I s dramas the destruc, ive note alone pervades the play.
In the last actuof Desire the Qr>eek formula to
certain extent is followed since Abbie and Eben go to
,eir punishment,

80

Mr. \o:1Ieill would have us understand,
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lifted from sordidness through sacrifice.
However, in permitting the emotions, greed and
lust, issuing from their envi'l-'bl1ment,to motivate all the
. cba.racters and cause their downfall Ilir. 0 'Heill lays himself
open to the criticism of being a biased interpreter of life.
As apoet and a philosopher he assumes the privilege of interpreting the outward a.ctions by the subjective
Apparently he does not feel that life is a
gle between two definitely opposed influences, one
~u.~~~,~.vrative,

the other regenerative.

He chooses his .

erial from the degrading influences only, a predisposibars him as a sane and balanced
ositor of :j.ife.

"Love is a fountain
Forever blooming,
Beauty a fountain
Forevel'" flowing
Upward into the source of sunshine,
Upward into the azure blue heaven;
One with God but
Ever returning
'1'0 kiss the earth that the flowers may live."
In the lyrical chant which constantly recurs
gh tl:e combination of poetry, history,and roma.nce 'Nhich
up

I\~r.

-

0 'l\eill l s next venture we have embodied the

-

of The Fountain.
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~'he

story itself is concerned with the almost

whollY imaginary legend of the search for the Fountain of
; Youth by Juan Fonce de Leon, his materialistic failure and
I

t spiritual

success, W11ich he voices just before he dies when

,'he decl ares exultantly in comprehension of the song of the
;fountain:

"I am that song! One must accept, .Qbsorb, give
back, become oneself a symbol! Juan ronce de Lbon is past!
'He is resolved into the thousand moods of beautr that made
'up happiness - color of the sunset, of tomorrow s dawn,
breath of the. great Trade wind -' sunlight on gras,s, an insect IS
:. song, the rustle of leaves, an cant's ambitions. I begin to
]mow eternal youth! 0 Fountain of Eternity, take back this
drop, my sou I '• "
,
Though!h£

FountaiE. was written in 1921 it was

not produced until 1925.

During that time the author sub-

; jected it to frequent revisions, and presented it finally as
a narrative sequence of eleven episodes, chiefly dependent
',OJID

atmosphere and illusion and less on idea and character-

;1zation for its appeal.

After a two, weekt' s' run it was

;withdrawn for lack of patronage.

The audiences found i t

;dUll, and the cri t.i cs were unsp aring in their comments.
liir. Freed attributed its failure partly to 11r.
OINeill's shift. of emphasis,becoming more discernible in
,.6ach new play, from realism to symbolism.
,
He writes:
"OINeill in; stepping from the sub:Itantial ground rock of a well-un6.erstood realism up to the
'higher levels of expfiession has thl!l.s inadvertently slipped
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in some of the eternal and ever present morasses. There
arc elements of firmness in his foothold, howevel', which
give assurance of power andstability ••••••• lt definitely
marks a period of transition from the dramatically striking plays of the slums and the foc'sle plays in which a
natural human bestiality appears without apology - toward
those in which the mind, soul, spirit, or what not taltes
the lead. II (59:44.)

The Great
In this

~

Bro\vn (1926)

struggle for self-expression of this

symbolic drama, the conflict between the soul of the artist
and the materialistic ambitions of the Great God Brown is
presented for the understanding of the audience.

Mr. 0 INeill,

in presenting the "overtonesilas he did, explains his purpose.

he says:

"It was ilar from my idea in writing Brown that
this background pattern of conflicting tides in the soul of
Man should ever overshadow and thus throw out of proper
proportion the living drama of the recognizable human beings,
Dian, Brown, Marg~ret and Cybel. I meant it always to be
mystically within and behind them, giving them a significance beyond themselves, forcing itself through them to
expression in mysterious words, symbols, actions they do
not themselves conprehend. And thEct is as clearly as I
wish an audience to comprehend it. It is Mystery - the
mystery anyone man or woman can feel but not understand
as the meaning of any event or accident - in any life on
earth." (42:9'7-8.)
Almost as though it were an instantaneous assurance
to L!r. OINeil1 that he had achieved his purpose is the
comment of lilr. McGuire, three years later.

In part he says:
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"Great dramatists as well as poets have the ~
1ft of rendering their meaning on two planes: one objectfv e , the writer's intended message; the other subjective tbeOvel~tone, the personal message, transcendental enough
to mean something fi1ff'erantto'ea:ch reader or listener.
o'l~ eill' s rise from proJjise to fulfillment of bis genius
has been the_, story of the development of his dramatic
overtones. Ilhat reached a high point probably untouched
before in American literuture except by ~hitman, was the
semi-l1lystical presence of universal values in The Great
God Brown. Over meaning, which lies fallow in t"!le human heart
until impregnated by the touch of awful insight that is
.
enius, rose like a strange, new sun out of that play.
~nder its spell, puzzling and unknown flowers of thought and
feeling were warmed into growth in each individual heart.
~And people asked on anothel', "Do you understand It ••••• do
frOU know v{ha~ it means ft 1/ bec~use they were consciibus of
~ague ineffable truths it haa brought to them, and wondered
~1f the same thlths had been brought to others. II (110:172.)
Dion Anthony's childish experience of having his
picture destroyed by his friend Bill Brown resulted in his
suming a protective

mask, the Bad Boy Pan, to cover his

nt se'lf, 'while Bill Brown, who was ashamed"
to good William Brown, a friend.

developed

Margaret's vision,

is wholly maternal, sees only the Pan side, and she
him for herself ana t he children to sacrifice himto materialism to the Great God Brown.' With Cybel,
r Earth, Dion can remove the mGsk, but Brown covets
for himself, just as he does Margaret and everything
Dion.

At Dion's death, Brown assumes his

and is loved by the unknowing Margaret.

However, he is

ed, just as Dion has beep,oy his torn perso:r:alities,
11 he resigns himself ito-: d.e'e:tih

in Cybel's arms while
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lI,Always of the eternal cycle of spring, death,
d peace, . but always the, chalice of l~fe again in the
:'sprinv-' aga~n
- life again. - summer. and. fall and earth and
. , -II
{eace aga~n.

:sn

The epilogue brings the play around to the full
which was begun -in the prologue when the Browns, the
: thonies ,and Margaret were disclosed mn the moonlit pier.
ow:

li~argaret_

with her three sons is on the same pier with

be living memory of Dion and her lost youth, and her
passion for motherhood.
In tile poignant scene where Brown, like a tired
resigns himself to die in Cybel's arms, O'Neill
through them both his interpretation of the meaning
suffering.
Brown asks Cybel:
"V:ihat's the prayer you taught me - Our Father - ?
Cybel (with calm exultance) Our Father, who ~t!
Brown (taking her tones l' exultantly) Who art.
o art! (Suddenly with enstasy) I know! I have found
m! I hear Him speak!
I~lessed are they that weep, for
ey shall laugh! Only he that wept can laugh! The luughter
Heaven sows earth with a ruin of tears and out of Earth's
IUlsfigured birth pain, the laughter of M.an returns to bless
d play again in innumerable dancing gales of flame upon
e knees of God! (He dies.)
Cybel (gets up and fixes his body on the couch.
bends down and k~sses him gently - she straightens up
d looks into space - with profound pain) -Always spring
es again bearing life! Always again! always, always
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"torever a~aint Spring again' life againl - Summer and
) all and earth and peace againl But always, love and con'{ception and birth and pain again - SJI' ing bearing the in,'tolerable chalice of life againl
So as Mr' Skinner points out "He (Mr. O'Neill) tells
in his new play that from the tea'rs of earth is b<r n the
eternal laughter of Heaven - that resurrection lies beyond
.death - that man should keep himself forever as a Pilgrim
'of this earth - that God is.
~s

There is still confusion in his thought for O'Neill
"feels r.lore acutely than he thinks. But he has definitely
"cpme forth from the shadow which fell forbiddenly over his
recent work. He is approaching that ecstatic moment when
{tragedy transmits itself, through song into spiritual
;comedy ••••••.• In all a most notable play, not 'for th e
;occasionally preverse and confused dregs of an older 0' Neill
it contains, but for its latent promise and momentary attainilllEmt of lofty vision." (139:384).
Dion, Cybel, Margaret, and Brown ar.e all abstractions
:to the point of being universal in their connotation.
symbolizes poetic pathos.

Dion

Margaret, the unseeing wife, is

irealistic up to the taking of Dion's mask from her heart,
'the real man to her

who never recognized his rea 1 self the

;infrequent times she saw it.

In tbat instant she sgain be-

Domes symbolic.

I.

In referring to th e technic employed in this play,

f.

FMr. l<'rederick Donaghey remarks:

r'

~

!tHe (Iilr. O'Neill) fought hard against all limitations

~1mposed by modern stage craft, and at length ,broke away in
~The Great God Brown by,harking back to the ancient Greek

-(neviee of masking the characters, with each mask representing
~e1ther a trait or a mood.
Tnus, one of the characters
~(D1on) in that play had three masks - - - one to show
;him as he was; one to show him as the world believed him
\"
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to be; the third to show him as he wished to have the world
him.
ttFinding the device of the :rra sks awkward, he made
restrictions and harked back to the old
not -her break from
atime
n aside" of the days before Ibsen and
"soliloquy"
and
before t'n8 telephone pe rmi tted a playwright to "'et ideas
.acros s to the audience wi th,out ttthinking aloud~ This third
erson form of conversation gives a sense of the inner mind
ibeing revealed, and expresses the aloofness and separateness
of the soul.
nOne complete scene is a soliloquy by Brown in which
be reveals his subconscious mind. tt
~ttlink 0 f

The Ancient

Marin~..E. (1924),

1!Ir· O'Neill's next pro-

duct is interesting merely as an experiment in the formalization of thf stage, almost to the extent of the Japanese
No drama.

Inasmuch as there are no words of Mr. 0' Neill t s for

the actors to apeak, it cannot be in anyway representative
of Nr· O'Neill's philosophy.
ri~a~_co's

Millions. (1927).

AiSainst a background of

Ixotie Eastern beauty moves the soul-bound Venetian merchant,
areo Polo, per-feet extravert, tL8 symbol of all the
~tters

go-

of Western civilization.
Junior member of the firm of Palo Brothers and Son,

.rco reaches the co,]rt of the great

Kubla Kahn,

where

th condescending good na ture he off ers to thA improvements
civilization on the cultured and sophisticated East.
is

given a commission

under the

emperor

and
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and grows fat on it.

Kukachin, delicate, sensitive, charming princess,
daughter of The Kahn,lmves this fourteenth century Babbitt
and insists he has a soul.

Her fathel and the court philo-

sopher doubt this, but permLt Marco to escort the princess
through the kingdom of her future husband.
Ifarco{s soul doesn1t materialize; the little
\ princess dies of love, and more pompous, avaricious, and
insensible than ever,Marco returns with his millions to
V@nice and his commonplace Donnata.

An ironic symbolism flashes across the
;tapes~ry

gor~eous

of the eleven narrative episodes that make up

. this study in contl:'asts: provincialism with universality,
imodern practicali ty with ancient idealism, and common sense
with romantic love.
Marco,aggressive, obtuse, pragmatic, gafflles the
wisdom of the medieval and aristocratic Kahn Vii th his cyni(cal and utilitarian philosophy of action aimed at instailt
itangible results.
Manco is. really a

man in search of his own soul.

;~ his inability to recognize it as reflected in the eye8
Princess lies the t ragedly.
Much more pathetiC, however, is the Princess1s
She has discovel'ed, in chasing her illusion,
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tbrOugh her trials with Marco's imperviousness, what love is,
end fl·or her, hoVl unattainable.

Again we have the 0 'Neill

of tragic frustration.
In the song of the sailors at the harbor of
HOl"!1lUZ and in the s ad music of the unrecognized 10lTe song
of Kukachin surges' poignant, touching lyricism.
Regarding the one element which up to this time
b.B.d been lacking in the dramatist's productions we find the
comment:
"Humor has not so far been a strong characyeristic
of l.ir. 0 'l~eilll s work, but now the diligent craftsman of
the gaunt and melancholr theme emerges as an ironist of
-entertaining quality.
Mal'co Millions I is certainly his
most jovial play and the acidity of his satire is warmed
by a lively sense of genial ridicule." (177:516.)

Lazarus Laughed (1927), a symbolic mystical inter'pretation of the earliest history of Christianity, has for itB
. theme the laughter and words of Lazarus:
. deathL~ There is only Life!

IIrrhere is no

Stars and Dust!

Eternal

1Laughter! "
!
k

~.

Mr. 0 'Neill has conceived Lazarus as growing

~ visibly
eI'

younger from scene to scene, symbolizing the re-

~. birth mot'if brought out in Cybel's impassioned chant of
~

!

the eternal cycle of "spring, death, and peace, but B.lways

t

i.

the chalice of life again in the spring.

II
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Mr. O'Neill selects the brief sentence ; "Jesus
. ept "before he cried with a loud voice, '>Lazarus, come
, ortn,'

II

and on that bases his allegorical fable that

Ohrist called Lazarus forth to

~,

itn 11606. r s eternal laughter II on his
Ititude to his ovm will.

not back from death.
lips he molds the

He urges them to remember laughter

to cast out their fear of death.

Particularly he sings to

representative of the impulse to accept death
resignation; and to Caligua, emblem of destruction,
ho believes that pain is the only truth humans understand.

His laughter always rouses first anger, then relove.

Only while he is preaching and laughing can

his hearers that aeath is an illusion, that
is a part of a much larger and happier scheme.
when he leaves the scene the old fear of death re-

That hlr.O'Neill was successful in his presentation
last idea to modern audiences is brought out in a
70riticism by 11.1'. Joseph Krutch,who notes:
[

"This central idea is ao effectively bodied forth
~hat it seems true as lon.r:r as the play endures, and it is
~eaningful wi thin the frSlIlework of theactian however little
~e as indiv.iduals maybe called to carry it beyond those
P.1mi t ations. II (80: 19. )

i
~

(-

--
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ll,ir. Louis Kalonyme paradoxically speaks of

')ir. O'Neill'stldithyrambictrLazar~s Laughed, and proceeds to
explain his apparent contradiction of terms.
"I have described Lazarus LaU~hed as being dithyrambic. I have used that Greek wor only to indicate
I the Dionysion inpulse in the symbi:l>lical figure Lazarus, and
t also to indicate that 0 'Neill's play is neither tragedy or
t COllled;y. The songs IDf Lazarus are Dionysion in their eostacies
J, but not in their sentiment.
0 'Neill has i'i.o9ot written a
'classic modern play - asmodern as the sun. It is a Pllay of
"our time, one ans\'"rer to our hopes, discontents, sterilities.
It is a play of our world for our world that
o'Neill has written. Out of the New 'Treatment's Lazarus
story 0 'N eill has, reconstructed the earliest Cnristian moment
'in the decadent worlds of Jerusalem, Greece, and Rome as a
mirror of our moment. Lazarus' exhortation to the men of
that world to remember laughter r to let the liian in tbem
get drunk on life - is as applicable now as it was the~. II
(74:68.)

In this drama all the characters save Lazarus are
)IIasked, and in a comprehensive shhenie the seven periods of
<life are each represented by seven masks portraying genersl
~ypes

of character, so there are exactly forty-nine different

. ombinations of Period and lJ.'ype, embracing all Mankind.

In

of representation "0 'Neill recovers some
f the primordial impulsas of drama.

As a work of creative

agination Lazarus Laughe,d takes rank with heroic poetry."

Nine years ago, April 11, 1920, to be exact, I;lr.
"Neill wade this statement in a letter to the New ~ Time,S:

r
I
;
,
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,

.:t<

,

III dreamed of wedding the theme for a novel to
~ne play form in a way_that would still leave the play
;' aster of the h:>use. 1 still dream of it, and when audiences
'develop four-hour attention, and are able to visualize a
:,vb-ole set from one or two suggestive details, then!"
That enigmatic "then 1I so full mf' promise has
'lI1aterialized into lithe play that for more than a year has
been the most celebrated anywhere in the world, "(181:2.)
II!

strange Interlude. (1928)

-

.

Superficially the story is not complicated.
Mr. 0 'Neill shows us how one woman, neurotic and introverted,
idr8.WS

three men under her spell, until she can say liMy

;tbree men! ••• I feel their desires converge in me to form one
,complete beautiful

I

male desire which I absorb •••• The three.

:'hu,sband! lover! f' ather ••••

II

She spoke truly.

:are emotionally involved, with_her,

l

J,

o

'l.'he three

Sam as her hus-

fband and the supposed father of her child, Darrel, her
:

I

lover, the child s

~eal

father, and faithful old Charlie,

who acts as a proxy father to her, giving her kindness.
Symbolically, the woman stands for Woman, the
busb2md for Boy, satisfying her desire for maternity, Darrell
for passion, and Charlie, with his doglike devotion, for
~

iFather, who makes no emotional demands.
I
t

i

lana is in one sense not a character at all.

She

I

lis

an abstraction of the eternal mother.

O'Neill would have

82.
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feel that she is like other women, only more so, and

I' tb.at under all surface agitation runs an unswerving in-

~

domitsDle stream of instinctive purpose.
Of the men, her father is out of touch with lifesfraid.

Charlie is a novelist who never dared to put life

, on paper.

Darrell represents the scientific rationalist

l
\'

wb.o discovers, just as ilbbie Putnam did, the age old fact,

f tbat

rationalism is helpless in the face of emotion.

~

.

~
~

"

,

Just what hire 0 'Neill's purpose in presenting the

~s

play).ve can only conjecture.

k:

Does he with to present a

~

, picture of life as seen by the advocates of

II

new moralityl/

wbo stop at nothing)- feeling the end a wise and valiant
life (to their minds) justifies the means; is it satirical?
Does the author wish to show human beings 'wisdom, or lack
'j

of it, in interf'ering in the spiritual life of others?
Or did he merely wish to tryout a new convention
wJlth which he had experimented before2
his use of the "over tones

This brings us to

tI.

In the use of the "aside II and soliloquy I'lr.O 'Neill
has only expanded an idea formerly used.:llrl
~own

the mask 8crried the idea.

~

Great

~

In Strange Interlude

,he permits his characters to speak the sub-strata of their
thoughts aloud" on the assumptian, no doubt, that they

r-

r
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to :ner girlhood place by marrying the fa.i thful paternal
c){arsden •
says, "After all, dear Nina, there was
unreal in all that has happened since you first
;1I'let Gordon. Shaw, some~~illg extravagant an~ f ant ~stic, the
sort of thl.ng that iSL t done really ••••• So let s me:land
;1ouforget the whole distressing episode, regard it as an
iinteI'lude o~ trial and. preparation in which our souls have
;been scraped clean of l.mpure flesh and made worthy to
blush in peace.
;
And Nina replies, with a strange smile:
"Strange
ilnterlude! Yes, OUI' lives are merely strange dark lIintereludes in the electrical display of God the Father.',..
I~Vlarsden

~sornething

How 'whether this last comment which 0 'Neill has
i,Yoiced
through
,
~rogance

l~ina

is used ironically to satirize the ar-

of men in creating God in their own image and

'likenes SOl" whether 'it is a furerunner of the theme of his
,,:next play Dypamp ,which has for its theme the search for

[the generative life force in machine or matter as t-:tpified
.by' the dynamo is a question not to be taken up in this
~scussion

play.

since the author has neither read nor seen the

85.

COliCLUSIONS

,
~

In this chronological review of Mr. o'Neill's
plays, VJh1ch show a cons tan t growth in profundity, scope,

~

£ and imagina tion, we can perceive three periods.
2.

r
~.

To the

.

first, which tends to be romantic and objective, belong the

~

~

~

.,a

following productions, followed by their date of composition:
Bound East for Cardiff (1914)
Moon of the caribbees (1916)
The Long Voyage Home (1916)
lle (1916)
In the Zone (1916)
Where the Cross is lVlad'e (1918)
'1'he Hope (1918)
The characters and experiences in these earlier plays were quite wholly in the hands of fate.

This

is chal'acteristic of' I,lr. O'Neill, who from the very first has
evi<ienced a belief in "an ironic life force, It Which resembles the Greek Nemesis or Fate.

Man, to Mr. O'Neill, is

always the eternal protagonist in the grip of i'orces greater
and more subtle than himself.
The second period is inclined to the naturalis tic and au to biographical.

In it are included the plays:

86~.

Beyond the Horizon (1918)
'£11e Straw (1918)
Gold (1920)
Diff'rent (1920)
Anna Christie (1920)
Welded (1923)
That hir. O'Neill was losing a little of his harshness was
evinceQ. in The straw, and this quality of mitigation grew,
culmina ting in the so-called happy ending of Anna Chris tie •
Oontemporaneous with this tendency was the writing of plays
which have been called sordid.

J;>iff'rent (1920), Desire

Under the Elms (1924), Beyond the Horizon (1918), for ins tanc e, did. not contain the 1'&. tt; element of the earlier
: plays;

~a ther

they seem to be groping toward new ideals of

;,

f~

tragedY9 the f'rustration of hope against a background of
degenerate farm life, and the

psycho-ana~zation

of morbid

: spiritual states.
In the last period

symbo~ic

and subjective

. material, expressed in deeper, more poetic and philosophic
form, displaces the hitherto prevailing naturalism.

:Emperot!';·

.'[ones (1920), and The pountain (1921), are not only more
richly exotic in setting, but are more highly symbolic than

87.
any of the others except Lazarus Laughed (1926).

This lat-

ter is interesting in that it is a declaration of his belief.

"Vie should laugh, rathel' than weep, if we but knew

all

he voices through Lazarus.

It,

The Hairy Ape ana The Great God Brown, poles
ap~rt

as they are in form, language, and characterization,

both reveal man's aspir a tions to iden tify himself in the
scheme

~.f'

life,

n~ture,
~lis

God, - call it what you will.

brings us to the last play to be con-

sidered, "strange Interlude", somewhat, of an anomaly with
its overtones, a typical device of the new realism which
seems to assume that man is honest only in the lowest strata
of his mind or soul, his primitive self.
Ivlarsuen typifies unresis ting acquiescence ,
a form of life in death for which O'Neill has always voiced
his condemnation.

To lv!arsden alone, Who dodged life per-

Sistently, comes everything.

On this note of spiritless

resignation, so opposed to the primitive energy that ule
aLl tho r admire s " the play c 10 s e s , and we s eem to find in the
, dramatist' s

philo~ophy

a note of morose resentment a t a

God Who will let the Charley Marsdens of the world have
all the luck.
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A COill PL::':; IrE LIS TO}' EUG.J.!JiE () I NEILL 1;S PLaYS llliV IEivED

IN THIS THESIS
(Dates indicate YE;ar of composition)
191;)

Thirst
'rhe ~Jeb

1914

Recklessness
Warnings
Pog
Bound East for Cardif'i'

!
v10 1916
t

Before Breakfas t
Ile
In the Zone
The Long Voyage Home
The Moon of the Caribbees

1918

The Rope
Beyond the Horizon
The Dreamy Kid
~Jhere the Cross is Maae
'r.b.e straw

1920

Gold
Anna Christie
The Emperor Jones
Dift" rent

1921

The First !\ian
The Fountain
The Hairy Ape
vvelded
:Marco IViillions
All God's Chillun Got

~/ings

89.

1924

Desire Under the Elms

1926

The Grea t God Brown

1927

Lazarus Laughed

1928

strange Interlude

1929

Dynamo
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It is the practice of the Graduate School to
have theses read by three referees. If the first
two votes are favorable, the third reading is sometimes omitted. The Graduate Council regularly recommends for the degree all stUdents who have a
majority of favorable votes.
Students are frequently required to rewrite
portions of their theses because of the referees'
criticisms. This will explain why references to
pages are sometimes inaccurate and why shortcomings
concerning which comment is made in the reports are
found not to exist.

Judith Reyniok:

The Philosophy of Eugene O'Neill.

Merits of the Study:
1.

Agreeable diotion -- a natural and easy manner of

expression.
2.

Fairly adequate exploration of so-oalled expert

opinion concerning
3.

0lNeill~s

works.

Satisfactory knowledge of research teohni8 and an

apparent appreciation {superficial in some instances} ot
O'Neillls dramatic contributions.
Defects:
1.

Faulty documentation (dne in part to typographical
,

errors in her Mannal of Direotions).
2.

A more exhaustive life history should throw added

light upon the playwright's philosophy.
3.

Granting that she is dealing with a man whose

works are charaoterized by irony, realism, satire, and mystiCism, might not the writer have delved more deeply into
what might be termed his "spiritual paradox."
In other words her oonclusions seem to be more apparent
and agreeable at times than conclusive.
Thesis approved May 10, 1929
Howard E. E an

!he short-oomings of thilvthesis are due to the fact tha't
it confines itself almost e~tirely to two methods of presentation: snmmary of plots, land quoting of critioal authorities.
TOo little attempt is madei to read the plays carefully, sift
their various ideas and m9tives, and so determine "the philoSOphy" of Eugene O'Neill ;,which the author makes her objective
in her introduction. Co~sequently, the paper is a series ot
summarizing episodes; t~ title becomes a misnomer; and by
turning to page 85 one ~ay see at a glance that her study has
not provided the writer with sufficient constructive material
out of which to present "conclusions" on this dramatist s
philosophy. She has read the plays for their "stories,"' not
for their philosophy. I have estimated that, altogether, the
thesiS does not contain more than eight or ten pages of her
own co~ent and interpretation. In quoting from critics and
historians of the drama, she does not co-ordinate her material
sufifioently. Many conflioting and contradiotory opinions are
stated without taking into acoount the differing viewpoints
of the critics. In this respect the paper has too muoh the
appearance of a mosaio of quotations and plot summaries. Plot
summaries are not good material for a theSiS, unless summarizing is the only available method whereby good analysis may be
achieved.
The writer has read her plays with interest, ,and has
worked out the themes of many of them .ith skill. She has also
colleoted many good items and so made her bibliography very
valuable. I have noted a number of slips in spelling in the
oonte~t.
The arrangement of material is good, although laok
of transitional passages makes it difficult for the reader to
pass from one play to another intelligently and see the conneotion between the plays which are set side by side. In this
respect inooherenoe results, largely because of the paper's
basic fault, described above..Certain plays are handled with
skill (Gold, ~ezond the Horizon); with others (stranfe Interlude, The Great Dod ErOwn, etc) enough time has not een tafen,
ana-the materialIStic character of their philosophy has not
been defined with exactness. I would suggest that the later p
plays lwhich are more difficultJ be restudied, and somewhat
more painstaking analyses be made of them here. The Oonolusio
is too short. it does not give a full summary of the plaJ8~ .
"philosophy," and sinee the author set out to describe this, an
reader will turn to the final section expecting to find a 80mprehenijive outline of O'Neill's ideas and viewpoints, np to the
present stage of his career.
This thesis has the merits of being based on a good varie
of material, and of taking into account the great quantity of

oomment and criticism which has been printed on this dramatist s
plays. A greater coherence of presentation, and a more direct
analysis of the plays themselves from a Catholic and aesthetic
viewpoint are necessary to give the thesis its fullest value.
1 ~ass this thesis lby Judith Reynick) w1th the
Suggest on that revision be made along lies described in this
criticism.
.

Morton D. Zabel

